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Abstract 

This is a study of Mandarin third tone (T3) sandhi produced by learners learning 

Mandarin as a second language, third language, or heritage language.  I investigate factors 

affecting learners’ Mandarin T3 sandhi performance measured by two constructs, 

comprehensibility and accentedness.  

T3 sandhi in Mandarin is a phonological property that learners of Mandarin need to 

acquire on top of the four lexical tones (i.e., Tone 1 high level, Tone 2 rising tone, Tone 3 

dipping tone, and Tone 4 falling tone). T3 sandhi is a process in which lexical tones alternate 

categorically, changing from the underlying tone sequence of T3T3 to T2T3. This process is 

motivated by the underlying trochaic feet of Mandarin (Qu, 2013).  

67 Chinese learners passed the screening test (i.e., reading monosyllabic words with 

satisfactory tone production) to ensure that they could produce basic lexical tones before their 

tone sandhi production was evaluated. The eligible learners’ reading of the experimental 

wordlist that consists of 40 disyllabic words (i.e., 20 sandhi words and 20 non-sandhi words) 

was judged by 20 native speakers of Chinese in terms of comprehensibility and accentedness on 

a scale of 1 to 9 (e.g., Munro & Derwing, 1995; Saito, Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2017).  

The primary findings of the study are 1) Comprehensibility and accentedness were 

confirmed to be two distinct constructs as learners were found to perform significantly 

differently on these two constructs (both p < .05). 2) Previously learned foot structure, either 

from first or second language (L1footness or L2footness), were found significantly predict L3 

comprehensibility and accentedness. L1footness was correlated with better performance: higher 

comprehensibility and lower accentedness ratings. The finding of L2footness’ correlation with 
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worse performance in comprehensibility and accentedness was confounding but caused by low 

from first or second language (L1footness or L2footness), were found significantly predict L3 

comprehensibility and accentedness. L1footness was correlated with better performance: higher 

comprehensibility and lower accentedness ratings. The finding of L2footness’ correlation with 

worse performance in comprehensibility and accentedness was confounding but caused by low 

exposure to the target language Mandarin.  3) Exposure to the target language, measured by total 

learning length, the number of Chinese courses taken and total time spent in China, was found 

significantly influence comprehensibility and accentedness. This shows the importance of 

teasing apart effects of exposure and language transfer in L3 acquisition studies, which echoes 

with Puig-Mayenco and Rothman (2020). 4) Heritage learners were not found to have any 

acquisitional advantages over non-heritage learners as there were no significant differences 

between heritage versus non-heritage learners. Furthermore, Cantonese learners were found to 

perform worse than L2 learners on T3 sandhi words (where T3 sandhi rules need to apply) but 

not on non-sandhi words due to their lack of foot structure in their heritage language Cantonese. 

This suggests the heterogeneous nature of the Chinese heritage learner population, and 

Cantonese heritage learners and Mandarin heritage learners should be distinguished at least for 

prosodic feature acquisition.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

The study of language acquisition has a long-standing history. Over the decades, scholars 

have researched how humans acquire their first language or additional languages (e.g., 

Archibald, 1998; Pinker, 1995). To acquire a language, language learners need to acquire 

linguistic knowledge of a particular language (a grammar). A grammar is an abstract and 

unconscious system of knowledge in speakers’ minds, allowing speakers to comprehend and 

produce language (White, 2003a). How do language learners acquire grammar then? The 

primary linguistic data (PLD) is critical for language learners: learners are exposed to input and 

extract information from the PLD to form abstract representations in their minds; however, 

much information that learners extract from the PLD is not transparent yet learners still manage 

to learn. Take learning English lexical stress as an example. English lexical stress is determined 

by a number of abstract representations in the speakers’ minds, and these representations are not 

transparent in the PLD, meaning the representations are not directly available in the PLD. One of 

the representations is the underlying trochaic foot structure (a prosodic sequence that is strong 

followed by a weak unit). The foot structure information is not transparent in the PLD (or input) 

for English language learners to obtain, and learners must somehow form the abstract 

representation of foot structure. Thus, there is a mismatch between the PLD (or input) and what 

is being acquired by learners, which is a problem of poverty of the stimulus (See Chomsky 1965, 

1981) or the logical problem of language acquisition (See Hornstein & Lightfoot, 1981).

 Universal Grammar (UG) was then proposed in the 1980s by Chomsky (1981, 1986) as 

the innate language faculty that humans were born with, accounting for the language knowledge 
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that humans are born to know without learning. Thus, children of any language are equipped 

with principles of UG (crosslinguistic similarities) at the initial state (S0) called by White (2003a) 

prior to any PLD. The exposure to the PLD informs the children in first language acquisition to 

set values of parameters (crosslinguistic differences) to form mental representations (grammar) 

that are language-specific (i.e., of a particular language). Parameters are usually expressed in a 

binary fashion and are often regarded as a “switch.” For example, Wh-word undergoes 

movement when forming a question, such as in English, or Wh-word remains in-situ when 

forming a question, such as in Chinese1. The mental grammar (G) might be restructured over the 

course of acquisition (G1→G2 →Gn) and finally arrives at a steady-state grammar (Ss) (White, 

2003a). The process of language acquisition described in White (2003a) is in line with Archibald 

(1993)’s language learning schema below: 

Input Data → Universal Grammar → Language-Specific Grammar → Speech 

(Archibald, 1993, p. 56) 

The language learning schema presented above demonstrates that language acquisition is 

a process where the infant moves from UG to acquiring a grammar of the environmental 

language by triggering the interaction between the input from the outer environment and 

language faculty within learners’ minds. As Archibald (1993) points out, traditionally, the study 

of language acquisition has focused on “charting the developmental path of the learner,” but 

later, the focus has shifted to “investigate the universal endowment of the learner” under the 

1 Chinese in this dissertation refers to Mandarin, also known as standard Chinese or Putonghua (the common 

speech). Chinese and Mandarin are used interchangeably in this work. 
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consideration of language learnability and language acquisition. The aim is to explain how 

grammar is represented and attained in learners’ minds.  

Take Chinese lexical tones as an example; L2 learners of Chinese would need to acquire 

various pitch heights and pitch contours in order to produce the four lexical tones in Chinese 

which are of different contours: Tone 1: a high-level tone; Tone 2: a rising tone; Tone 3: a 

dipping and rising tone; and Tone 4: a falling tone. In addition, learners also need to learn when 

to make tone changes in various phonological contexts, also known as tone sandhi. Tone sandhi 

refers to a phonological process in which a particular tone changes in a certain phonological 

environment. For example, T3 sandhi is one of the tone sandhi processes in Chinese.T3 sandhi is 

a process when the first T3 unit of a T3-T3 sequence changes to a T2 unit; thus, T3 (a dipping and 

rising tone) changes to T2 (a rising tone). T3 sandhi is a phonological property that is motivated 

by the underlying prosodic structure of Chinese (“foot”, a prosodic unit) according to Qu (2013). 

Thus, learners must acquire Chinese prosodic foot (the abstract representation) in order to 

produce T3 sandhi. Since not all languages have foot structure (e.g., French does not have 

underlying foot structure as it is not a stressed language, see Özçelik, 2018), meaning foot 

structure is not a shared property across languages, learners are not born with the knowledge of 

foot structure and must somehow learn it over the course of acquisition as they are exposed to 

the PLD. Recall Archibald (1993)’s language learning schema: learners are informed by the 

input data and make changes to their existing grammar to arrive at language-specific grammar 

which underlies knowledge of the language.  

The most robust difference between the additional language acquisition (LnA) and first 

language acquisition is the potential influence of having previously learned languages in the 

learners’ linguistic repertoire. LnA refers to learners acquiring a sequential, non-native language 
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after the acquisition of a first language, and it encompasses second language acquisition (L2A), 

third language acquisition (L3A) and other types of sequential acquisition of language, such as 

heritage language acquisition. As the previously learned language(s) have the potential of 

transferring in learning an additional language (e.g., Schwartz & Sprouse, 1996 for transfer in 

L2A; Rothman, 2011 for transfer in L3A), obviously, L3A potentially has more sources of 

language transfer (e.g., L1, L2) compared to L2A which only has one previously learned 

language (the L1) that has transfer potential.  

Next, let me briefly talk about what transfer means in language acquisition. “Transfer” 

refers to a “copy” of previous grammar (Rothman, Alonso & Puig-Mayenco, 2019); Schwartz & 

Sprouse, 2021); thus, it is a copy of the previously learned abstract and subconscious knowledge. 

In other words, if a learner copies their previous grammar and uses it to set up their additional 

grammar, we say transfer has occurred. For instance, an English learner of Chinese (i.e., English 

L1, Chinese L2) applies English wh-movement rules in forming Chinese questions. For example, 

the learner produces *Shenmeshihou ta chile pingguo “when he ate an apple” instead of Ta 

shenmeshihou chile pingguo “he when ate an apple” in forming a Chinese question sentence. 

Note, Chinese does not move wh-words when forming questions; instead, wh-words remain in 

situ, then we could say L1 transfer has occurred. In terms of the transfer types, there are two 

potential ways of transfer of their L1 English grammar onto learning Chinese: “full” transfer or 

“partial” transfer. To use the same example to demonstrate the differences between these two 

types of transfer: the “full” transfer would refer to when learners transfer the entire grammar of 

English onto their learning of Chinese; thus, we may observe these learners produce Chinese 

following an English grammar in all knowledge domains: phonetics (e.g., speech sound 

production), phonology (e.g., stress and intonation), syntax (e.g., word order, question forming), 
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see Full Access Full Transfer (FTFA) by Schwartz and Sprouse (1996). On the contrary, the 

learner might only transfer his English grammar onto Chinese for certain properties, for example, 

only the wh-question formation, then this type of transfer is referred to as “partial” transfer. In 

which fashion transfer occurs in language acquisition, full or partial transfer, has been an 

ongoing debate among scholars in the field of language acquisition (e.g., Leung 2006).  

In L3A, among a number of learning models, the debate is mainly between two 

competing L3 learning models that are trying to predict the fashion and the source of transfer 

when learning an L3, and they are Rothman (2011, 2015)’s Typological Primacy Model (TPM) 

versus Westergaard, et al. (2016) and Westergaard (2019)’s Linguistic Proximity Model (LPM). 

The TPM argues for a “wholesale” transfer determined by typological primacy., meaning transfer 

is determined by typological distance and works in a “wholesale” fashion (i.e., the whole 

grammar gets transferred onto learning the target language). Meanwhile, the LPM argues for 

linguistic proximity determining the source of transfer, and transfer works in a “piecemeal” 

fashion, meaning on a property-by-property basis. The transfer source is determined by the 

similarity of a specific structure shared by the target language (often L3) and any of the 

previously learned languages, and the transfer works in a property-by-property manner (i.e., 

“piecemeal”). 

To date, investigations into LnA, both L2A and L3A, have been mostly done in 

morphosyntactic domain (e.g., Bardel, 2006; Bardel & Falk, 2007; Leung, 2005); however, the 

investigation in the phonological domain is very sparse, pointed out by Archibald (1994) and 

Cabrelli and Wrembel (2016). Some studies claimed to study L3 phonological acquisition but 

turned out to focus on segmental features that are more phonetic than phonological, such as voice 

onset time (e.g., Tremblay, 2007; Llama & Lopez-Morelos, 2016; Gabriel & Krause, 2018), and 
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vowel quality (e.g., Sypianska, 2013, 2016). As language learners need to acquire phonological 

as well as morphosyntactic competence, it is crucial to understand how learners acquire 

phonological properties. This research gap has motivated the current dissertation to look into the 

acquisition of Chinese T3 sandhi as an additional language since T3 sandhi is a phonological 

process that has to do with the underlying prosodic structure.  

Further, T3 sandhi is a prosodic feature, and it is evidenced in the literature that prosodic 

features (e.g., lexical stress) influence comprehensibility and accentedness (Saito, Trofimovich & 

Isaacs, 2017). Comprehensibility refers to the degree of difficulty the listener experiences when 

attempting to understand an utterance, and accentedness refers to the extent to which a non-

native speech is perceived to differ from native speaker norms (Munro & Derwing, 1995, 1997). 

The current study is interested in understanding the relation between tone sandhi performance 

and comprehensibility and accentedness. Specifically, do learners perform differently on sandhi 

(i.e., disyllabic words with T3T3 tonal sequence) versus non-sandhi words (i.e., disyllabic words 

that are non-T3T3 tonal sequence, such as T1T3 sequence) in terms of comprehensibility and/or 

accentedness?  

In attempting to understand the role of transfer with respect to Chinese T3 sandhi 

acquisition, this dissertation involves language learners of different language backgrounds: L2 

learners, L3 learners and heritage learners of Chinese (i.e., bilingual speakers who learned 

Chinese at home settings, usually through communicating with family member(s), and Chinese is 

the minority language in the country where they reside). The involvement of L2 and L3 learners 

with different language backgrounds is to examine how transfer occurs in learning an additional 

language. Moreover, the study includes heritage speakers of Chinese and is to study heritage 

language acquisition in the light of recent L3 learning models, for example, whether transfer 
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occurs in a “wholesale” fashion as the TPM model predicts or on a property-by-property basis as 

per the LPM. In the context of L3A, heritage speakers are viewed as a unique sub-group of L3 

learners and claimed to have acquisitional advantages in the phonological domain (See Polinsky, 

2015). Since tone sandhi in Chinese is a phonological process, it is important to examine whether 

heritage speakers truly have acquisitional advantages in the phonological domain compared to 

non-heritage L3 learners.  

This dissertation aims to make a contribution by exploring the acquisition of Chinese 

tone sandhi. Only a limited number of studies have looked at Mandarin tones in the context of 

L3A, for example, Chen and Han (2020) examine the production and perception of adult 

Cantonese speakers learning Mandarin as their L3 and report a significant positive effect of 

metaphonological awareness training on improving learners’ Mandarin tone production. Another 

relevant study on lexical tones is Qin and Jongman (2016)’s work on the perception of L3 

Cantonese tones by L1 English L2 Mandarin speakers. They report that previously learned 

languages (both L1 English and L2 Mandarin) have an effect on L3 Cantonese tone perception. 

Additionally, this dissertation aims to provide empirical evidence informing L3 phonology 

acquisition. Lastly, from the perspective of methodology, this dissertation aims to achieve a large 

sample size, considering the small sample concern that was pointed out by Cabrelli (2013)’s 

chapter on L3 methodology that “few researchers have put together samples that go beyond 

single digits”.  

This dissertation first gives an introduction to the background of the current work in 

Chapter One. Chapter One also includes information on the original contribution and 

organization of the dissertation. In Chapter Two, I review the literature on additional language 

acquisition, focusing on L2A, L3A and HLA. Phonological acquisition is discussed as a separate 
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section in this chapter, for this dissertation has a focus of L3A phonology. Then, I give an 

overview of competing L3 learning models, followed by a discussion of methodological issues of 

LnA. I also review empirical studies of L3A. I then turn to give information on Chinese prosody 

focusing on lexical tones, tone sandhi and foot structure. I also briefly review prosodic features 

of other languages involved in this dissertation. In Chapter Three, I introduce research questions 

and methods of the current study. In Chapter Four, I present results of my study. Discussion of 

the results is offered in Chapter 5. Lastly, in Chapter Six, I give a general conclusion of the 

whole dissertation and discuss implications of the current work.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Additional Language Acquisition 

2.1.1 LnA: L2A, L3A and HLA 

Language acquisition is a long-standing research subfield of linguistic research. In 

addition to first language acquisition (e.g., Ingram 1989, Clark & Berman 2008), researchers 

have investigated how an additional language is learned (Archibald, 1998; Cook & Cook, 1993; 

Rothman, 2011). This chapter particularly focuses on additional language acquisition (LnA), that 

is, second language acquisition (L2A) and third language acquisition (L3A).  Adult heritage 

language (HL) acquisition is viewed as a unique subcategory of L3A, following Polinsky (2015), 

as these learners learned their HL as their L1 followed by a second language which is often their 

majority language used for day-to-day communication in their living contexts, and then re-learn 

their HL as L3 in their adulthood. HL acquisition also merits researchers’ attention for the 

complicated social-cultural factors involved in their acquisition process. For example, how 

motivated the learners are in learning their heritage language. One of the goals of linguistics is to 

describe and explain grammar, either the final-state grammar (language learners’ acquisitional 

goal) or the transitional grammar. This applies to any language acquisition subfield, either first 

language acquisition or additional language acquisition (e.g., L2A or L3A). Since this 

dissertation focuses on additional language acquisition, we need to address two main questions: 

(a) what is the initial stage of the additional language grammar? and (b) how does that grammar 
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change over time as a result of being exposed to target language input (an account for transitional 

grammar or developmental grammar)?  

The first question (Question a) is concerned with the initial stage of the additional 

language grammar. Recall in Chapter One, a grammar is an abstract and unconscious system of 

knowledge in speakers’ minds, allowing speakers to comprehend and produce language (White, 

2003a). The initial stage refers to the onset of learning a new sequential non-native language. 

Two logical questions in this regard are: (1) whether there is still access to Universal Grammar 

(UG, see Chomsky, 1981, 1995) (e.g., Sorace & Filiaci, 2006; White, 2003a) in non-L1A (i.e., 

additional language acquisition), and (2) whether there is crosslinguistic influence from previous 

grammar (e.g., L1 and/or L2 transfer).  

In regards to what extent learners have access to UG, scholars in the field have proposed 

a number of theories arguing for full access to UG (i.e., UG is accessible throughout life in the 

human brain/mind, and learners have access to UG for first language acquisition during 

childhood and for any sequential language acquisition during adulthood; e.g., White, 2003a), no 

access to UG (UG becomes inactive or inaccessible at some point in life and plays no role in 

sequential, non-native language acquisition; e.g., Bohnacker, 2006), partial access to UG (UG is 

somewhat impaired and only allows for partial access in adulthood for non-native language 

acquisition; e.g., Hawkins & Chan, 1997),  or indirect access to UG (UG is accessible only 

through L1 grammar for some properties for non-native language acquisition; e.g., Clahsen & 

Felser, 2006).  

In the context of investigating how language transfer might work in addition to having 

access to UG in language acquisition, Schwartz and Sprouse (1994, 1996) argue for a Full 

Transfer/Full Access (FTFA) model that the entirety of the L1 grammar is the initial stage of L2 
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grammar. The central tenets of the FTFA model are that 1) a full “copy” of L1 grammar in 

setting up the L2 grammar at its initial stage and 2) “reconstruction” (i.e., change of the L2 

interlanguage grammar) that is triggered when the L2 input cannot be parsed, according to 

Schwartz and Sprouse (2021). Considering the L2 initial grammar would require reconstruction 

(the main question b), meaning changes would be needed to move the learners’ developmental 

grammar towards the target grammar when the target language input cannot be parsed (i.e., 

processed by the language device referred to as the parser) using the current grammar, the FTFA 

model argues that L2 development has full access to principles of UG. The FTFA model 

(Schwartz & Sprouse, 1994, 1996) argues that the L2 learning is partially influenced by the 

initial stage, partially influenced by UG and also partially influenced by learnability 

considerations (i.e., the target grammar arrival is not guaranteed) suggesting that L2 learning is a 

complex issue. The current dissertation involves L2 learners (L2ers) of Mandarin Chinese to 

look for empirical evidence for L1 transfer in L2A.   

It is important to make clear what I mean by crosslinguistic influence in this dissertation. 

Crosslinguistic influence (CLI) is first introduced to describe “the interplay between earlier and 

later acquired languages” in the context of second language acquisition by Sharwood-Smith 

(1983) and Kellerman (1984). Sharwood-Smith and Kellerman (1986) have made an effort to 

emphasize that the term CLI is “theory-neutral, allowing one to subsume under one heading 

such phenomena as ‘transfer’, ‘interference’, ‘avoidance’, ‘borrowing’ and L2-related aspect of 

language loss and thus permitting discussion of similarities and differences between these 

phenomena”. (p. 1) Clearly, the term CLI was introduced as an umbrella term to allow discussion 

of various types of interplay between earlier and later acquired languages. However, Rothman, 

Alonso and Puig-Mayenco (2019) define CLI (which they refer to as cross-linguistic effects) in a 
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much narrower way: referring to performance effects, not representational effects, of previous 

languages on the L3. The example they gave was “momentary slips” which are CLI (contrasting 

to transfer which is representational effect). In this dissertation, the CLI is used in a broader 

sense as an umbrella term as it was originally introduced. Another concept that needs to be made 

clear here is “transfer”. Transfer in this dissertation refers to “reduplication of a representation 

from previously acquired linguistic representations” when acquiring a new language. (Schwartz 

& Sprouse 1994, 1996, 2013; White, 2003b; cited by Rothman, Alonso & Puig-Mayenco, 2019, 

p. 24). Thus, in this dissertation, transfer is at the abstract representational level. Since transfer is 

the copy/reduplication of underlying representations, we should observe consistent and 

systematic surface forms. Take the usage of English gender pronouns: he/she as an example, if a 

Chinese learner of English gets he/she pronoun wrong all the time or most of the time, it is likely 

to be the transfer from their L1 Chinese (Chinese does not distinguish he/she pronouns in 

speaking). The learner has not yet acquired the relevant representation for the gender-specific 

English pronouns in their grammar, and they get it wrong consistently. However, if the learner 

only gets this wrong occasionally, then it is likely to be the CLI from their L1 Chinese, not 

transfer. The inconsistency and variable accuracy of he/she usage indicates the learner having the 

underlying representation but still having occasional errors in production. Thus, 

consistency/inconsistency, systematic/variable in producing surface forms could inform us of 

whether it is transfer or CLI. CLI is still an umbrella term in L3A, and transfer is more 

specifically related to mental representations. Another distinction between CLI and transfer made 

is that transfer happens at the initial stages only (e.g., González Alonso and Rothman, 2017) 

while CLI can occur during any stages of acquisitional process. Further, both CLI and transfer in 

L3A can be facilitative or non-facilitative.   
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Compared with L2A, L3A is more complicated since learners have a more complex 

linguistic repository (i.e., toolbox for Lightfoot 2020) due to there being two previous languages 

that have the potential to transfer onto learning the L3, i.e., learners’ L1 and L2. It has been 

argued that previously learned languages (Berkes & Flynn, 2016; Flynn et al., 2004) will 

influence the learning of a subsequent language, i.e., a L3.  However, the central questions of 

L3A are essentially the same as those of L2A, what the initial stage grammar looks like, and how 

learners make modifications to the initial-stage grammar to ultimately arrive at their final-state 

grammar.  

A number of learning models have been proposed to predict transfer source and the 

transfer manner: wholesale or property-by-property. The Linguistic Proximity Model (LPM; See 

Westergaard et al., 2016; Westergaard 2019) argues for piecemeal transfer (also known as 

property-by-property) based on structural similarity (e.g., lexical stress similarity) between 

previously learned language(s) and the target property of the L3. For example, a Japanese-French 

bilingual speaker tries to learn L3 English word order: Subject-verb-object. The LPM would 

predict transfer from learners’ French word order (which is also subject-verb-object) onto 

learning English word order due to the word order similarity (i.e., structural similarity) between 

English and French. The previously learned Japanese whose word order is subject-object-verb is 

not predicted to get transferred onto learning English word order, for Japanese and English do 

not share similar word order.  On the contrary, there are L3A learning models arguing for 

transfer manners (e.g., “wholesale” transfer) or the way of predicting the transfer source (e.g., 

using typological distance as the determiner). For example, the Typological Primacy Model 

(TPM; Rothman 2011, 2015) argues that typological distance is the determining factor for 

transfer source, that is, the grammar of a previously learned and typologically closer to the target 
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language gets transferred to learning a L3, and once the transfer source is determined by the 

typological closeness cued by an input cue hierarchy: Lexicon— Phonology/Phonotactics—

Functional Morphonology—Syntactic Structure. The parser (i.e., the device that analyses 

language input) is believed to go down this cue hierarchy to look for cues until the typological 

closeness is determined between the target language and prior linguistic grammars. For example, 

the parser might determine the typological closeness between English and Spanish upon 

processing lexical items such as English confusion and Spanish confusión. However, as 

Rothman, Alemán Bañón and Alonso (2015) pointed out that “Not all of these factors are as 

easily usable by or equally accessible to the parser at the same time, partially depending on the 

specific language pairings” (p. 4). Thus, the parser might not be able to make a selection based 

on lexicon cues and go further down the hierarchy to look for cues of phonology or phonotatics 

(e.g., voice onset time duration, vowel quality, lexical stress assignment), of functional 

morphonology (e.g., gender markers), and lastly of syntactic structure (e.g., wh-movement) in 

order to determine the typological closeness. Further, the TPM predicts that transfer is in a 

“wholesale” fashion. Detailed information regarding a number of competing L3A learning 

models which motivate hypotheses and research questions of the current dissertation will be 

discussed in the following Chapter Three. 

Another important population to study for language acquisition is heritage speakers. 

Heritage speakers in Valdés (2000) are referred to as “individuals raised in homes where a 

language other than English is spoken and who are to some degree bilingual in English and the 

heritage language.” This early definition is English-centered, but it gives a general idea of 

characteristics of heritage speakers. The other language spoken by these bilingual speakers 

depends on the outer social contexts where heritage speakers are raised, and in North America 
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context it often means English. English in this case is the majority language in the outer social 

context where the speakers reside, with which they communicate in for social, educational and 

professional purposes. For example, in Netherlands, the majority language of Turkish heritage 

speakers is Dutch. The majority language of heritage speakers is usually the official language of 

the country where they reside.  

Heritage language acquisition (HLA) refers to the acquisition of a heritage language by 

heritage speakers. In this dissertation, I only look into adult heritage language speakers, not 

young heritage language learners; more particularly, I am interested in adult HL speakers who 

are re-learning their heritage language: the first-time learning occurred during their childhood in 

the home environment and now they are learning it again during adulthood in formal 

instructional settings. These HL adult learners learned their HL in their childhood through 

interaction with their family members or small communities (i.e., a naturalistic context), then 

they learned their L2 in society (their majority language), and later in life, they seek formal 

instructional learning of their HL in adulthood, often in colleges and universities (i.e., HL re-

learning in adulthood). These HL speakers are then viewed as a unique population of L3 

learners: HL being their L1 and also L3. The HLA is seen as a unique subcategory of L3A due to 

heritage learners usually learning their heritage language as their L1 during childhood usually 

through communicating with their family members, then learned their sequential L2 (usually the 

majority language in the broader social context) which is also their majority language spoken. 

For example, a heritage Chinese speaker in Vancouver, Canada first learned Chinese from 

interacting with family members (thus, L1 Chinese), then learned English (as L2) once they start 

to communicate with the outer social community (e.g., for schooling). English, as one of the two 
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official languages of Canada, is the majority language spoken in the Vancouver area, and 

Chinese, their heritage language, becomes their minority language.   

In the field of HLA, heritage grammar is often characterized as different from the 

nativelike grammar even though heritage speakers are native speakers of their heritage language. 

Heritage grammar is considered as incomplete competence (Montrul 2002, 2008; Domínguez, 

Hicks & Slabakova, 2019) while Bayram, Kupisch, Cabo and Rothman (2019) strongly argued 

against using the term of incomplete competence to describe heritage grammar. Benmamoun, 

Montrul and Polinsky (2013) define heritage language as an L1 acquired either simultaneously or 

sequentially with another language no later than age 5. Undeniably, heritage speakers are native 

speakers of their heritage language since their HL is indeed their L1; however, they are not 

traditional L1 speakers due to “attrition (aspects of the heritage grammar are acquired but 

subsequently lost due to interrupted L1 input exposure) and incomplete acquisition (aspects of 

the heritage grammar do not have the chance to be acquired due to insufficient L1 input 

exposure)” (Domínguez, Hicks & Slabakova, 2019, p. 247). 

It is not a shocking fact to accept that HL grammar has distinct characteristics compared 

with that of non-heritage L1 considering successful L1 acquisition usually involves “not only the 

operation of Universal Grammar but also optimal input (in quantity and quality) at a very early 

age, and continuous use of the language in a variety of meaningful contexts”, pointed out by 

Montrul (2013). It is evidenced in the literature that HL production is different from that of 

monolinguals (e.g., Godson, 2004 for vowel production).  Similarly, Kan (2021) studied 50 

young HL learners of Cantonese (5-11 years old) in the U.S.A and reported those young HL 

speakers of Cantonese are perceived to be less native-like and less comprehensible than native 

L1 speakers at the same age group in their story-telling task recordings rated by adult native 
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raters. As a result, Chang and Yao (2016) view heritage speakers as language users distinct from 

both native and L2 speakers. Nevertheless, adult HL speakers’ “L1” is not in a traditional sense 

even though they are indeed native speakers of their heritage language, which makes them a 

unique group of L3 leaners when they are re-learning their HL in adulthood (Polinsky, 2015).  

HLA is receiving researchers’ attention for a number of reasons. First, studies have 

found that HL learners show acquisitional advantages in certain linguistic domains, not across all 

domains. For example, Polinsky (2015) has observed non-facilitative CLI from the majority 

language (English) onto the HL re-learning in terms of both production and comprehension in 

the domain of morphosyntax; further, the study has suggested that HL learners have acquisitional 

advantages over other L2 and L3 learners in phonetics and phonology domain based on findings 

on voice onset time (VOT) similarity between HL speakers and monolingual native speakers in 

previous studies (e.g., Au, Knightly, Jun & Oh, 2002). Chang and Yao (2016) also suggest 

heritage language experience can result in phonological advantages concerning tone acquisition 

over L2 learners based on their findings of heritage learners’ tonal production being more native-

like with respect to Tone 3 pitch contour, tonal duration shortening in connected speech, and 

Tone 3 reduction in certain phonological contexts. Second, HLA involves many social-cultural 

factors (e.g., motivation, identity) in the process of acquiring the HL. Lastly, a number of HL 

learners seek formal education in their HL development during adulthood, usually in the post-

secondary educational context, which results in that HL learners making up a sizable population 

in language learning programs, at least in Canada. Chinese heritage learners take up a large 

portion of heritage language learners in postsecondary settings in Canada. Li (2005) surveys 695 

learners of Chinese at a Canadian university, 92% of whom are heritage learners of Chinese. 

Assuming this sample is representative of the Canadian university population at large, HL 
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learners seem to take up a sizable portion of language courses in post-secondary institutions, 

understanding how HL learners learn their HL and how they can be aided in the formal 

educational setting is meaningful for pedagogy of language education.  

In summary, I have discussed the theoretical background of additional language 

acquisition with respect to second language acquisition, third language acquisition and heritage 

language acquisition. Now I will turn to discuss phonological acquisition in the field of third 

language acquisition, which is an area in the current dissertation that is most relevant.  

 

2.1.2 L3 Phonology Acquisition 

 In the field of L3A, more attention has been given to the study of lexis (e.g., Cenoz, 

2001; Dewaele, 1998; Hammarberg, 2001; Tremblay, 2006) and the morphosyntactic domain 

(e.g., Bardel, 2006; Bardel & Falk, 2007; Leung, 2005) of linguistics, and less in the 

phonological domain, as pointed out by Bardel and Sánchez (2020). A similar concern on the 

imbalanced attention given to linguistic domains has been raised by Cabrelli and Wrembel 

(2016) that studies in L3 phonology are sparse while most studies have been devoted to the 

morphosyntactic domain (e.g., Jing, 2009; Julien, 2005; Westergaard, 2009, 2019). Further, they 

reported that even within the limited number of studies in L3 phonology, fewer studies have 

focused on suprasegmental features (e.g., stress and tone) as most have focused on segmental 

features, such as voice onset time (e.g., Gabriel & Krause, 2018; Llama & Lopez-Morelos, 2016; 

Tremblay, 2007), and vowel quality (e.g., Sypianska, 2013, 2016). 

The goal of phonological acquisition is “to acquire phonological competence. The 

competence is a system of knowledge that includes both representations and processes” 

(Archibald, 1995, p. xxi). In simple terms, phonological acquisition research is concerned with 
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how learners parse (i.e., analyze language input) input to form the underlying representations 

which determine the corresponding surface representations. In L3 phonological acquisition, 

Archibald (2017, 2018) argues that there is also a logical problem of phonological acquisition as 

learners need to learn, not only notice, a target property. Learners would need to consciously 

notice the target feature in the input (Schmidt, 1990), and beyond noticing, learners would also 

need to figure out what to change about their current grammar in order to acquire the target 

feature. For example, an English learner might notice that they assign primary stress differently 

from native speakers. Then they would have to figure out what to change about their grammar of 

lexical stress in order to acquire the target-like lexical stress. Essentially, learners need to figure 

out which part of their grammar needs to change and how to change their grammar in light of 

input. The commonly known logical problem of language acquisition is the issue that young 

children come to know highly complex linguistic phenomena which are not transparent in the 

input (Poverty of the Stimulus; Chomsky, 1981). The abstract phonological representations in 

learners’ minds need to be developed in the light of input in order to produce target forms on the 

surface level. For example, in order for language learners to learn English lexical stress, learners 

would need to develop abstract representations of trochaic foot structure (i.e., the strong 

component is on the left of a foot), English syllable weight-sensitivity (i.e., syllables are of 

different weight determined by syllable structures) and extrametricality (i.e., the rightmost 

syllable is invisible for stress assignment in English nouns), and none of these abstract 

representations are readily available in primary linguistic data (PLD), hence impoverished input. 

Thus, learners need to acquire these abstract representations in their minds in order to said to 

have acquired lexical stress in English.  
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In the context of L3 phonological acquisition, L3 learners have more resources in their 

linguistic repository than L1/L2 learners to work with in developing phonological 

representations; that is, learners have access to UG and their previous learned languages (i.e., L1 

and L2). The questions for learners are: (a) which part of their grammar to use for setting up the 

initial grammar, and (b) how/when to change their interlanguage grammar given PLD in moving 

towards the final state grammar. Again, final state grammar does not necessarily mean native-

like or target-like grammar because end-state grammars can vary across learners. 

To date, there is no specific learning model for capturing how learners acquire their L3 

phonology or predicting the role of CLI in phonological domain.  In the domain of 

morphosyntax, Rothman (2015)’s TPM model argues that the parser (i.e., the linguistic device 

that processes linguistic input) goes down a cue-hierarchy (i.e., lexicon, phonology/phonotactics, 

functional morphology, syntax) until the parser is cued for typological closeness in order to make 

a selection of the source of transfer. For L3 phonology, Archibald (2021) argues that L3 

phonological acquisition relies on “deep cues” (Fodor, 1998a, 1998b) rather than surface cues 

(e.g., cognates) to determine the source of transfer. The “deep cue” refers to cues from 

underlying representations in the learners’ minds, which is unconscious abstract knowledge of 

language. Phonological parsing is cued by underlying representations, rather than the surface 

cues that are easily observed. The goal of phonological parsing is to determine similarities of 

representations in contrast with finding typological similarities for TPM or structural similarities 

for LPM. The representational similarity cued by “deep cues” is termed I-proximity by Archibald 

(2021), and this term is to acknowledge that the type of proximity is at the level of I-language 

(i.e., the internal linguistic knowledge in individual speaker’s mind or cognition) not at the level 

of E-language (i.e., the observable language outside minds of speakers). Further, building on 
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Westergaard’s LPM in the morphosyntactic domain, Archibald (2021) agrees that, in L3 

phonological acquisition, transfer works in a property-by-property fashion once the parser 

determines the I-proximity of a given structure between the target language and any of the 

previously learned language(s).  

Some studies claimed to study L3 phonological acquisition but turned out to 

focus on segmental features that are more phonetic than phonological, such as voice onset 

time (e.g., Tremblay, 2007; Llama & Lopez-Morelos, 2016; Gabriel & Krause, 2018), 

and vowel quality (e.g., Sypianska, 2013, 2016). In terms of tonal acquisition, Chang and 

Yao (2016) studied tonal contour and duration on heritage learners and reported 

advantages over non-heritage learners. However, all these features are associated with the 

motoric implementation of phonetic segments in production, which falls into the domain 

of phonetics, not phonology. Phonology deals with the mental representation of linguistic 

structures. As language learners need to acquire phonological as well as morphosyntactic 

and phonetic competence, it is crucial to understand how learners acquire phonological 

properties (i.e., suprasegmental features, such as tone sandhi) in L3A. 

To summarize, the current dissertation aims to gain an understanding of CLI in L3 

phonological acquisition of Chinese Tone 3 (T3) sandhi. Recall, Chinese T3 sandhi is a 

phonological process that learners of Chinese need to acquire in addition to acquiring the four 

lexical tones of Chinese. As Qu (2013) claims that T3 sandhi is motivated by trochaic foot 

structure (the deep cue) (See Chapter 4 for a more detailed discussion of Chinese foot structure 

in relation of tone sandhi process). The transfer source is thus predicted to be determined by I-

proximity cued by foot structure (Archibald, 2021) between L3 Chinese and any of previously 

learned language(s). The foot structure is an abstract representation in the learners’ minds, and so 
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is tone sandhi as a type of phonological process. For example, English-French bilingual learners 

of Chinese, when learning Chinese T3 sandhi, should benefit from their previously learned 

English once the parser cues from the underlying foot structure similarity and detects I-proximity 

shared between English and Chinese in terms of foot structure, for English and L3 Chinese have 

similar foot structure (I-proximity). Similarly, the parser can be cued by French footless structure 

to determine no I-proximity between French and Chinese in terms of foot structure; thus, 

preciously learned French will not facilitate Chinese T3 sandhi learning.  

With the broader picture of language acquisition especially phonological domain 

reviewed in this chapter, I will further discuss competing L3 learning models and their 

predictions in the following Section 2.2 followed by discussion on LnA methodology in Section 

2.3. I will then discuss prosodic features of languages involved in the current study in Section 2.4 

in this chapter. Then, I will be ready to discuss the empirical study, especially the research 

questions and methods in Chapter Three.  

 

2.2 Competing L3 Learning Models  

A number of learning models have been proposed to predict the source of the CLI in 

learning an L3. It is worth noting that most previous learning models (e.g., Typological Primacy 

Model and Linguistic Proximity Model) were developed for explaining morphosyntactic 

acquisition, and to what extent the morphosyntactic models can account for L3A of phonological 

properties remain unanswered. Given the fact that L3 phonological acquisition is understudied in 

both theoretical and empirical aspects, it is important to gain an understanding of whether these 

models can adequately explain L3 phonology acquisition process as well as L3 morphosyntactic 

acquisition. This dissertation reviews the following key learning models: the Cumulative 
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Enhancement Model (CEM; Flynn, Foley & Vinnitskaya, 2004; Umejima, Flynn & Sakai, 2021), 

the L2 Status Factor Model (L2SFM; Bardel & Falk, 2007, 2012), the Typological Primacy 

Model (TPM; Rothman, 2010, 2015) and the Linguistic Proximity Model (LPM; Jensen et al., 

2021; Westergaard et al., 2016; Westergaard, 2019). I will first briefly go over the content of 

each learning model with a focus on what predictions each model makes, then I will discuss 

methodological issues at the end of this chapter.  

 

2.2.1 The Cumulative Enhancement Model (CEM) 

The Cumulative Enhancement Model by Flynn, et al. (2004) was the first L3A/LnA 

model, and its devotion is to morphosyntactic development. Rothman, Alonso and Puig-

Mayenco (2019) remark that the CEM marked the new beginning of L3/Ln studies as a separate 

field from L2A since 2004, and it inspired the birth of other L3 models in the field, such as the 

L2 Status Factor model (Section 3.1.2) and the Typological Primacy Model (Section 3.1.3). The 

naming of CEM self-explains its main claim that the learning of an additional language is a 

cumulative process meaning that all previous linguistic grammars contribute to learning the new 

language. For L3A in particular, both the L1 and L2 grammar play a part in learning of an L3. 

Under the assumptions of CEM, L3A is seen as a gradual and cumulative process that all 

previous languages could potentially influence a subsequent language learning; moreover, the 

prior languages (L1, L2 or both) can facilitate the acquisition when appropriate. Thus, there is no 

negative effect or interference from prior languages on learning an L3, according to the CEM. 

Further, Berkes and Flynn (2012) provide empirical evidence to support the CEM by 

reporting a facilitative influence from accumulated language experience onto learning a new L3 

morphosyntactic feature and no effect from previous language experience to avoid redundancy in 
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linguistic representation. Their claim is based on an elicited imitation task comparing L2 and L3 

production of the English relative clause, in particular, head-directionality and constituent word 

order relevant to the complementizer phrase (CP). Of the three languages involved, German, 

Hungarian and English are all head-initial. In terms of word order, German is different from 

English and Hungarian (both SVO) as it exhibits SOV word order in subordinate clauses. In the 

aspect of word order, German is not a “match” with the target language English, and Hungarian 

is a structural “match” with English. When comparing production accuracy rates between L2 

learners (L1 German, L2 English) and L3 learners (L1 Hungarian, L2 German, L3 English), 

results suggest that L1 Hungarian facilitates L3 English relative clause production while L2 

German has no negative effect confirming that CEM’s prediction that accumulated linguistic 

knowledge is predicted to enhance subsequent language learning at least in the morphosyntactic 

domain, and non-facilitative effect is not predicted to occur. Other than the empirical study 

above, the authors of CEM have not attempted to make any updates or clarifications on their 

learning model or its claims until the most recent neuroscientific study by Umejima, Flynn and 

Sakai (2021). Their study employed functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to study 

Japanese-English bilinguals and Japanese-English-Spanish multilinguals learning a new 

language, Kazakh, for the first time. Learners performed grammaticality judgement task and 

subject-verb matching task under three grammatical conditions where more complicated 

syntactic structures were gradually introduced. Multilingual learners showed an advantage over 

bilingual learners in that they had decreased response times across grammatical conditions and 

higher-level of activations in brain networks in performing syntactic tasks, which supports the 

CEM prediction that more accumulative language experience facilitates learning a subsequent 

language.   
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2.2.2 The L2 Status Factor Model (L2SFM) 

The L2 Status Factor Model (L2SFM; Bardel &Falk, 2007, 2012) argues that the L2 has 

a privileged status on its transfer effect on L3A in cases of sequential classroom learning; thus, 

L2 is a primary source of transfer effect on L3. The claim is based on the declarative/procedural 

distinction by Paradis (2009) that native versus non-native grammars are stored in different 

memory systems. Native grammar is stored in procedural memory, whereas other grammars 

(non-native grammars, such as L2 grammar), as well as all lexicons (including L1 lexicons), are 

stored in declarative memory. Bardel and Falk (2012) thus propose that linguistic transfer was 

likely to happen between or among non-native grammars stored in the same memory system: 

declarative memory. When learning an L3, the L2SFM predicts the transfer source is the non-

native grammar, L2 grammar, instead of native grammar (i.e., L1 grammar). Consider a case of 

an L1 English/L2 Japanese speaker learning L3 Mandarin, L2 Japanese would be the primary 

source of transfer rather than L1 English. Japanese is a SOV language while Mandarin is a SVO 

language. Under the influence of L2 Japanese, the learner might form a sentence like 汤姆我打

（Tom me hit）instead of the target form of 汤姆打我 （Tom hit me）. A learner who transfers 

the Japanese patterns onto the Mandarin grammar would be giving privilege to the L2 grammar. 

Bardel and Sánchez (2017) offered a nuanced view of the L2SFM by emphasizing the role of 

explicit metalinguistic knowledge as well as working memory capacity variation among learners 

influencing transfer from previous language. Take the same example of L3 Mandarin learners 

(L1 English and L2 Spanish), where we may observe L1 English transfer instead of L2 Spanish 

if these L3 learners have received explicit metalinguistic training in their L1 English, or in the 

case that these L3 learners may be restricted by working memory capacity. 
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2.2.3 The Typological Primacy Model (TPM) 

Rothman (2010) proposes the Typological Primacy Model (TPM) that the source of 

transfer is based on typologically similarity or proximity, and the previously learned language that 

is typologically closer/more similar will be the source of transfer onto learning a new language: 

L3. The transfer is in a “wholesale” fashion; that is, everything from the typologically closer 

language transfers to the target L3. The reasoning of this “wholesale” transfer is due to cognitive 

economy (i.e., “the tendency for cognitive processes to minimize processing and energy” as 

defined in A Dictionary of Psychology (3rd ed.), Oxford University Press2.) that the decision of 

when and what property to transfer is not necessary; once the transfer source is decided by the 

parser, the entire grammar transfers. The TPM predicts a single source of transfer of the whole 

grammar (i.e., lexicon, phonology and morphosyntax), that is, the whole grammar of L1 or L2, 

onto L3 learning. Let us consider a scenario of L1 Mandarin, L2 Spanish and L3 English learning: 

if the parser deems English and Spanish are more closely related, Spanish grammar would be 

transferred to set up the initial grammar of L3 English. In this case, Spanish is a null subject 

language (meaning subject, often a pronoun, is permitted to be implicit when forming a simple 

Spanish sentence, for example, in the sentence of Necesito ayuda “need help”, the subject “I” is 

implied, not pronounced) so “wholesale transfer” of Spanish grammar would lead to problems. 

We would see learners leave out subjects when forming English sentences such as “ate apples” or 

“hit the ball” which are not grammatical in English. This means the TPM allows non-facilitative 

transfer unlike the CEM.   

 
2 https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095622255 
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Since typological distance in TPM is vital in making transfer predictions using the model, 

it is important to make clear how typological distance is defined and determined. For the TPM, 

typological distance/closeness is subconscious knowledge determined by a subconscious construct: 

the parser, and this subconscious perception of the parser leads to making a judgement of 

“typological distance.” The parser is a language device that analyzes language input, and parsing 

is a subconscious, not a conscious process. Thus, “typological distance” differs from the concept 

of “psychotypology” by Kellerman (1983), which refers to speakers’ conscious evaluation of 

typological relationship/ distance. Recall the brief discussion and example offered in Chapter Two, 

Rothman (2015) claims that the parser goes down a “cue hierarchy” (i.e., lexicon, 

phonology/phonotactics, functional morphology, syntactic structure) until the parser processes 

sufficient input to determine the typological distance among languages. For instance, the parser 

might determine the typological closeness between English and Spanish upon processing lexical 

items such as English confusion and Spanish confusión. However, like Rothman, Alemán Bañón, 

and Alonso (2015) pointed out that “Not all of these factors are as easily usable by or equally 

accessible to the parser at the same time, partially depending on the specific language pairings” 

(p. 4). Thus, the parser might not be able to make a selection based on lexicon cues and go further 

down the hierarchy to look for cues of phonology or phonotactics (e.g., voice onset time duration, 

vowel quality, lexical stress assignment), functional morphonology (e.g., gender markers), and 

lastly of syntactic structure (e.g., wh-movement) to determine the typological closeness. Again, 

this process is in the learners’ subconscious; thus, Rothman argues against researchers using 

psychotypology or linguistic typological distance based on historical language families to 

determine the typological closeness. However, it is difficult for empirical studies to examine the 

TPM’s predictions since researchers cannot explicitly ask language learners to report their 
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conscious perceptions of which of their previously learned language(s) is typologically closer to 

the new L3, nor rely on the known language families or typology work in the field when forming 

their hypotheses.  

Furthermore, Rothman, Alonso and Puig-Mayenco (2019) highlighted that transfer is at the 

representational level and that transfer is consistent and systematic. They emphasize that the initial 

transfer is a wholesale transfer of previous linguistic representations. The TPM does not preclude 

transfer from the initially not-selected grammar (i.e., the typologically distant grammar initially 

determined by the parser) at later stages of acquisition, nor surface-level CLI (e.g., momentary 

slips of the tongue) at the initial stage, as discussed in Alonso and Rothman (2017).  This to say, 

under the TPM’s prediction, an English-French bilingual learning Chinese as their L3 can transfer 

their English grammar (if deemed typologically closer to L3 Chinese by the parser) onto learning 

L3 Chinese at initial stages, but French which is initially not selected by the parser could still 

transfer onto learning Chinese at later stages of acquisition.  

To sum up, the TPM predicts the wholesale transfer of one of the previous linguistic 

representations at the initial stages of L3 acquisition. The parser determines the source of the 

transfer by going down the cue hierarchy to scan for typological closeness between previous 

languages and the target L3; thus, the typological closeness is subconsciously determined by the 

parser. In addition, the TPM also permits transfer (of linguistic representation) from the initially 

deemed typological distant language post initial stage, and it acknowledges the possibility of non-

representational transfer at the initial stage in conjunction with the transfer of a typologically close 

language.  
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2.2.4 The Linguistic Proximity Model (LPM) 

The Linguistic Proximity Model (LPM: Jensen et al., 2021; Westergaard et al., 2016; 

Westergaard, 2019) argues against the TPM’s “wholesale” transfer and instead argues for a 

property-by-property transfer, that is, transfer works on a property-by-property basis from all 

previously learned languages. The transfer source is determined by structural proximity; that is, 

the shared similar structure/property between either previous language and the new L3 gets 

transferred. Similar to the TPM in terms of the importance of parsing in the language acquisition 

process, the LPM claims that language learning is a process of parsing target input, identifying the 

abstract linguistic property, and searching for similar abstract structure from all previously learned 

languages and then deciding on the transfer source. However, the parsing process exists throughout 

the whole process of acquisition on a property-by-property basis. Take L1 English, L2 French, L3 

Spanish learning as an example, under the assumptions of the LPM, the parser determines prosodic 

pattern similarities upon detecting the structural similarity between Spanish and English stress 

(both being variable; Saalfeld, 2012), unlike French prosodic prominence (always Phrase-final, 

not lexical stress; Özçelik, 2018). Thus, the LPM prediction is that learners transfer their L1 

English stress knowledge onto learning L3 Spanish, and we would not expect learners to produce 

only final stress since L2 French is not predicted to have an influence on learning L3 Spanish stress. 

The parser is expected to scan for structural similarities in all previously learned languages, 

regardless of acquisitional order, meaning that we should find English transfer in L3 Spanish stress 

learning as long as the learners know English (either as their Ll or L2).  

Furthermore, even though the LPM was originally proposed as an L3 learning model, 

Westergaard (2019) expands the LPM’s explanatory power and claims that L1, L2 and L3 

acquisition are fundamentally the same process. She argues that “L2/Ln acquisition is 
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incremental and that transfer/crosslinguistic influence takes place on a property-by-property 

basis, (mainly) based on structural linguistic similarity” (p. 2). This means that any learners with 

a language background that shares similar property with the target language have the potential to 

access the target property from any of their previously learned language(s), regardless of whether 

it is the learners’ L1 or L2 when acquiring the target property. Note that Westergaard (2019) 

starts to argue that the LPM goes beyond L3A and accounts for LnA (any additional language 

acquisition beyond L1A).  

In summary, the learning models reviewed above make predictions of how transfer or 

CLI works in learning an additional language. The current dissertation aims to provide empirical 

evidence informing the evaluation of the competing learning models in the field by studying the 

acquisition of Chinese tone sandhi, a phonological feature, as an additional language (i.e., L2, L3 

and heritage language).  

2.3 On LnA Methodology  

A common empirical emphasis in the field of LnA is trying to examine how the source 

of transfer is determined (Rothman, Amaro & Bot, 2013). While there are always concerns 

regarding data validity (i.e., the extent to which the data obtained actually represent the variable 

they are intended to, for example, if a study is set out to study lexical stress assignment, they 

should obtain data of where learners put lexical stress, not sentence stress or intonation) and 

assessment reliability (i.e., consistency, such as interrater reliability, test-retest reliability) in any 

scientific study, a number of considerations need to be put forward when designing an empirical 

study in answering research questions relating to LnA.  

A careful consideration of the selection of experimental and control groups is always 

vital for LnA empirical studies. Factors that merit researchers’ attention, urged by Cabrelli 
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(2013) when selecting learners, are the L2 proficiency (whether it is still in the process of 

acquisition or has been acquired), L2 proficiency measurement (self-reported or objectively 

assessed such as using standardized proficiency tests), L2 acquisitional /manner context (whether 

the context of L2/L3 acquisition is formal or naturalistic) and the sample size of each participant 

subgroup (since “few researchers have put together samples that go beyond single digits”, see p. 

103). Most importantly, a detailed language background survey should be employed to get as 

much information of learners’ background as possible, which should “minimally include age of 

acquisition, length of residence in the country where the L2 is spoken… education in the L1 and 

L2, self-report use… as well as scalar self-ratings of reading, writing, speaking and aural 

comprehension in the L1 and L2 as well as an L3/Ln where applicable” (Cabrelli, 2013, p. 104). 

In terms of designing a phonological study, Cabrelli (2013) emphasizes the importance of 

quantifying the inter-rater reliability when using expert raters to assess non-native performance, 

in which, she believes the inter-rater reliability should at least be above 70%.  In addition to 

using expert raters to assess learners’ performance, researchers are recommended to consider 

adding acoustic analysis to allow for a balance between subjective perceptual judgement and 

acoustic analysis bias (p. 106). However, adding an acoustic analysis is not necessary for all 

perception studies; for example, it may not be feasible to add an acoustic analysis to subjective 

ratings when the primary interest of the study is how non-native speech sounds to native 

speakers’ ears, often measured in comprehensibility and accentedness of non-native speech. 

Comprehensibility and accentedness are common constructs to assess non-native speech using 

native speakers’ judgement. In this case, native speakers’ judgement is sufficient.  

The learning models in the field of L3A (discussed earlier in this chapter) are primarily 

making transfer predictions at the initial stages of LnA, for example, the TPM and the L2 status 
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factor model. It is important to emphasize the assessment of acquisition stages in LnA (e.g., 

initial stages, post-initial stages) to account for developmental patterns of learners, especially for 

empirical studies whose purpose is set to test the current learning models that make specific 

predictions for certain acquisition stages. Take the TPM discussed above as an example, it 

predicts the typologically close language determined by the parser to be the source of transfer at 

the initial stages, but it permits non-typologically close language(s) to transfer at post-initial 

stages. One of the common practices (e.g., Flynn, Foley & Vinnitskaya, 2004) is to use the 

proficiency level of the target language as the measurement to state that the learners are at the 

initial stage of the LnA. There has been criticism on the rationale of using proficiency as the 

measurement of the initial stage or not, for one could argue that a language learner could be 

studying the target language for a long period of time but never makes any progress towards 

improving proficiency. Would you still call the particular learner at the initial stage of learning 

this target language? The answer is clearly no for Alonso, Puig-Mayenco, Fábregas, Chaouch-

Orozco and Rothman (2021) as initial stages defined as the first exposure to the target language 

and a large proportion of participants (19 out of 73) were excluded from the study because these 

learners are not low exposure learners but low proficiency learners who had previous instruction 

in the target language English for 12 to 48 months. Therefore, exposure to the target language 

and proficiency levels (e.g., beginner, intermediate, advanced) should be teased apart when 

investigating L3A, as low proficiency does not necessarily mean initial acquisition stages. In the 

current study, learners’ language proficiency will be measured as well as exposure to the target 

language. Exposure to the target language is measured in three constructs: the total learning 

length, the number of Chinese courses taken and China experience (i.e., the total stay in China). 

These three exposure measurements will allow us to capture learners’ exposure to the target 
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language, Mandarin, and investigate whether exposure matters for L3A of tone sandhi in 

Mandarin.  

In addition, a consideration of conducting studies examining the same group of learners 

on the acquisition of a number of linguistic properties across various linguistic domains (e.g., 

phonology and syntax) is also very valuable, as pointed out by Rothman, Alonso and Puig-

Mayenco (2019, p. 256). Recent studies (e.g., Kopečková, Marecka, Wrembel & Gut, 2016) have 

suggested that patterns of CLI might differ across linguistic domains. Moreover, the current 

learning models (such as the CEM and TPM) proposed by L3 acquisitionists are very linguistic-

domain specific. That is, they are based and tested heavily in the domain of morphosyntax.  One 

may argue that it seems feasible to follow the above suggestion to test several target properties 

from multiple linguistic domains, for example, lexical stress in phonology and word order in 

syntax, on the same participant population in order to inform the field of whether the current L3 

learning models can hold across linguistic domains, or whether CLI works in the same fashion 

across linguistic domains. However, as discussed above, since the current L3 models are making 

predictions for morphosyntactic development, it is not clear whether it is meaningful to test these 

morphosyntactic models’ predictions in the domain of phonology. To the best of my knowledge, 

there is no published work to date that studies CLI across various linguistic domains on the same 

learner population. Now, I will turn to discussing prosodic features of involving languages in the 

current study before introducing Methods in Chapter Three.  
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2.4 Prosody: Foot, Stress and Tone Sandhi 

In this section, I will provide information on the prosodic features of the learners’ 

reported background languages. These languages are Mandarin (referred to as Chinese 

hereafter), Cantonese, English, French, Indonesian, Khmer, Korean, Punjabi, Thai, and 

Vietnamese. The aim is to provide the necessary theoretical background regarding prosodic 

similarity or difference in preparation of testing the predictions of the L3 learning models 

discussed in Chapter Three.  

A note should be made about Cantonese. Cantonese is mainly spoken in Guangzhou 

province, Hong Kong and Macau special administrative regions in China. Regarding the ongoing 

debate about whether Cantonese is a dialect of Chinese or a different language from Chinese 

(Cheng & Tang, 2014), this dissertation views Cantonese as a stand-alone language, not a dialect 

of Chinese, given that there are distinguishable differences between Cantonese and Chinese in 

the domains of phonology, lexicon and syntax (Tang & Cheng, 2014). 

 

2.4.1 Chinese Prosody 

Chinese in this dissertation refers to Mandarin, also known as the standard Chinese or 

Putonghua. In the light of looking into Chinese prosody acquisition, it is important to first 

understand the prosodic structure of Chinese. Mandarin Chinese prosodic structure has been 

debated by scholars (Duanmu, 1990, 1999, 2007; Feng, 1995, 2006; Yip, 1980), yet no 

consensus has been reached. Divergent proposals of Chinese prosodic structure have been made 

at almost each level of the prosodic hierarchy shown below in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1 Prosodic Hierarchy  

 

Phonological Phrase (PPh) 

Prosodic Word (PWd) 

Foot (Ft) 

Syllable (σ) 

Mora (μ) 

(McCarthy & Prince, 1995; Nespor & Vogel, 1986;) 

 

As noted in Qu (2013), disagreement regarding the characteristics of Mandarin prosody 

exists in all phonological domains. For example, “at the level of syllable, Mandarin is regarded as 

weight-sensitive by Yip (1980) and Duanmu (1999, 2007) but as weight-insensitive by Feng (1995, 

2006)” (Qu, 2013, p. 44). The cited studies by Yip and Duanmu claim a two-way weight distinction: 

syllables carrying a neutral tone (T0) are light, and syllables carrying all other tones (T1/2/3/4) are 

heavy. At the level of the foot, earlier studies propose the Mandarin foot is unbounded (e.g., 

Duanmu, 1990) while most later studies suggest it is bounded (e.g., Duanmu, 1999). In terms of 

foot shape, most studies argue that Chinese feet are trochaic (see Figure 2), but they disagree on 

whether Chinese trochaic feet are syllabic (Feng, 1995) or moraic (Duanmu, 2007). Syllabic 

trochee and moraic trochee are two types of trochaic feet, and both types of trochaic feet contain 

two units with the left unit being strong. For a syllabic trochaic foot, the two units are syllables 

whereas, for a moraic trochaic foot, the two units are moras, see Figure 3 for demonstration.  
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Figure 2 Iambic foot and Trochaic foot 

 

 

Figure 3 Syllabic Trochee and Moraic Trochee 

 

a. Syllabic trochee  

    (x .) 

   (σ σ )  

 

b. Moraic trochee 

    (i)   (x . )    or     (ii) (x) 

                 (σ μ σ μ )             ( σ μ μ) 

(Hayes, 1995) 

 

Disagreement goes beyond prosodic word level; however, the current study looks into the 

acquisition of T3 sandhi which is related to Mandarin lexical stress within Chinese disyllabic 

words, thus, the analysis will be at the PWd level of the prosodic hierarchy (Qu, 2013).  

 

2.4.1.1 Chinese Foot Structure. 

 Following (Qu, 2013), I will assume that Chinese is a stress language with trochaic feet. 

Chinese is weight-sensitive, with syllable weight determined by the tone category that the syllable 

carries, (with some tones being heavy and other tones being light). Heavy syllables attract lexical 

        Iambic Foot (Ft) 

 

                       σ                  σ 

                  (weak)          (strong) 

 

 

                Trochaic Foot (Ft) 

 

                     σ                 σ 

                  (strong)          (weak) 
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stress. Thus, Chinese exhibits a tone-to-weight principle (Qu, 2013) that motivates tone sandhi 

processes such as T3 sandhi.  

Qu (2013) argues that a syllable in a disyllabic word carrying T3 is light (L) while a T1/2/4 

syllable is heavy (H).  She also argues that the primary phonetic correlate of Chinese stress is 

duration, while pitch is utilized for tone realization to contrast meanings. That is, stressed syllables 

are longer than unstressed syllables in terms of duration. There are several tone sandhi processes 

(e.g., T3 sandhi and T2 sandhi) in Chinese. T3 sandhi is where two T3 units appear in sequence 

within a word; the first T3 in the T3-T3 sequence is changed to T2, as shown below in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4 T3 Sandhi Process 

 
(Note. L stands for light, and H stands for heavy.) 

 

 

2.4.1.2 Chinese Tone 3 Sandhi. 

Qu (2013) claims that Chinese is, in fact, a weight-sensitive stress language with uneven trochaic 

feet (explained in detail below), exhibiting a tone-to-weight principle which motivates tone sandhi 

processes (e.g., T3 sandhi). The tone-to-weight principle refers to how Chinese moraic structure 
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works. That is, the tone that a given syllable carries determines the weight of the syllable (i.e., 

tone-to-weight), and the syllable weight plays a role in Chinese lexical stress (i.e., weight-

sensitivity). As for weight-sensitivity, Qu (2013) proposes a four-way weight distinction 

determined by both tone categories (i.e., T1, T2, T3 or T4) and syllable-count of a word (i.e., 

monosyllabic or multisyllabic words, which Qu refers to as isolated syllable or non-isolated 

syllable respectively). As illustrated in Table 1, the proposed four-way weight distinction claims 

that a tone 1, 2, 3, 4 (T1/2/3/4) in isolation is considered super-heavy; a non-isolated T1/2/4 is 

considered heavy; T3 is light; and finally, T0 (also known as a neutral tone) is weightless. The four-

way weight distinction corresponds to three mora, two mora, one mora and zero mora respectively.  

For example, the syllable /ma/ could have one mora count or no mora count depending on the tone 

that this syllable bears as well as the phonological environment the syllable is in. When it bears a 

T1/2/4 in a disyllabic/multisyllabic word, /ma/ has two mora counts (i.e., heavy). When the same 

syllable is by itself forming a monosyllabic word, /ma/ has three mora counts (i.e., super heavy). 

 

Table 1 Four-way Weight Distinction of Chinese Syllables 

 

Syllable Weight Tone Internal Structure 

 

 

Super-heavy  

(σ μ μ μ) 

 

 

T1/2/3/4  

in 

isolation 

                           σ 

 

                μ     μ      μ 

 

    m          a      a      a 

马 “horse” (T3 in isolation) 
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Heavy 

(σ μ μ) 

 

 

 

T1/2/4 

 

syllables 

                                 σ 

 

                    μ        μ 

 

    m           a         a 

妈“mother” (T1 in disyllabic word) 

 

 

Light 

 (σ μ) 

 

 

T3 

syllables 

    σ 

 

                μ 

 

      m          a          

马 “horse” (T3 in disyllabic word) 

 

Weightless  

(σ) 

 

T0 

syllables 

                                σ 

 

     m      a 

        吗 “question particle” (T0) 

(Note. Qu (2013) provides syllable internal structure examples of open 

syllables, nasal-final syllables and glide-final syllables. My study adopts its 

analyses but only provides examples of open syllable /ma/ with different 

tones to show its mora mapping and syllable structure.) 

         (Qu 2013, p. 73) 
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Again, the current dissertation looks into T3 sandhi acquisition by Chinese learners. 

Following Zhang and Lai (2010), I exclude Mandarin neutral tone3 and only explore disyllabic 

words (where T3 sandhi could possibly happen) constructed by four lexical tones T1, T2, T3 and 

T4 in my investigation of T3 sandhi acquisition. Thus, only a two-way weight distinction (heavy 

(H) and light (L) distinction) between non-isolated T1/2/4 and T3 is involved in the current study.  

Each Mandarin syllable bears one lexical tone; thus, three logical types of disyllabic words three 

syllable weight sequences (HH, HL and LH) are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 Possible Disyllabic Words with Different Syllable Weights 

 

σ1                     σ2 σ μ μ μ σ μ μ σ μ  σ  

σ μ μ μ     

σ μ μ  T1/2/4 T1/2/4 (HH) T1/2/4 T3 (HL)  

σ μ   T3T1/2/4 (LH) *T3 T3 (LL)4  

σ     

(Qu 2013, p. 93) 

 

 
3 Neutral tone in Chinese is sometimes considered as “no tone” for it is realized as a reduced syllable without 

any tone contour. For simplicity, I exclude neutral tone in my study and only include four typical lexical tones 

in the word list.  

4 T3 T3 is starred because this is not a logical possibility of disyllabic words in Chinese. The underlying 

prosodic structure, uneven trochee, determines that it is impossible to have two light syllables in disyllabic 

constructions. When two light syllables in sequence, it must undergo phonological processes to make the 

initial light syllable heavy in order to surface as the uneven trochee. See later discussion for more information 

on uneven trochee in Mandarin Chinese. 
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As for the Mandarin foot type, Qu (2013) proposed that Mandarin builds uneven trochaic 

feet (the grouping of a heavy and a light syllable in forming a foot, shown in 6), and they are 

binary in that each foot contains at most two syllables. Hayes (1995) proposed that trochaic feet 

tend to have an even duration contrasted with iambic feet. However, Chinese trochaic feet have 

syllables with different durations suggested by Qu (2013), thus, uneven trochaic feet. The uneven 

trochaic feet proposed by Qu (2013) are distinguished from the syllabic trochaic feet and moraic 

trochaic feet distinguished by Hayes (1995) respectively showed in Figure 2 earlier. 

Qu (2013) argues that Mandarin feet cannot be syllabic trochees (i.e., each syllable has 

equal weight, shown in 8a) because Mandarin is a weight-sensitive language where syllable 

weights are determined by tone categories, and tones must be visible5 for weight determination 

and then stress assignment. Mandarin feet are not moraic trochees either according to Qu (2013), 

for neither Figure 2 b(i) nor (ii) is possible in Mandarin. First, disyllabic words formed by two 

light syllables are not attested in Mandarin (*T3T3), so b(i) is not possible in Mandarin. In addition, 

monosyllabic words are tri-moraic, thus, b(ii) is not possible in Mandarin either.  

 

Figure 5 Mandarin Foot Shape: Uneven Trochee 

 

(   x  )6                                              (  x  ) 

(σ μ μ σ(μ))         otherwise                (σ μ μ μ)7
 

Qu (2013, p. 86) 

 
5 The word “visible” means that tone is a determining factor for weight determination and stress assignment; 

thus, it cannot be overlooked.  

6 A foot is labeled in bracket.  

7 This represents monosyllabic words bearing T1/2/3/4 (in isolation), which I will not get into detail.  
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Qu (2013) argues to maintain the uneven trochee8 as an independent foot type shown in 

Figure 5 Mandarin uneven trochees cannot simply be re-analyzed as moraic trochees by applying 

extrametricality to the final syllable because the final syllable must be visible for tonal alternation 

(i.e., the phenomenon of a lexical tone exhibiting variations in its phonological realization. Tone 

neutralization is an example of tonal alternation where the lexical tone changes to a neutral tone. 

For example, yezi (“tree leaves”) surfaces as T4T0, but underlyingly, it is T4T3). Uneven trochaic 

feet allow the grouping of a heavy and light syllable into a foot. Note that the stressed syllable is 

in bold. Thus, under an uneven trochee analysis of Chinese feet, a foot either contains a heavy 

syllable followed by a light/weightless syllable or a super-heavy syllable, as illustrated in Figure 

6 a & b. Mandarin does not allow a foot formed by two heavy syllables (suggested as a dual trochee 

by Duanmu, 2007), nor by a single light syllable (i.e., a monomoraic foot; also known as a 

degenerate foot) (Qu 2013). Instead, a Mandarin foot is formed by either heavy-light syllables as 

in Figure 6 (a) or one super-heavy syllable as in Figure 6 (b) by itself to avoid a monomoraic foot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 As noted in Qu (2013), Hayes (1995) proposed that the uneven trochaic feet can be re-analyzed as moraic 

feet with the final light syllable being unfooted (i.e., not part of the foot). This seems to suggest that we don’t 

need a new type of trochee other than moraic trochee and syllabic trochee by Hayes (1995).  
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Figure 6 Mandarin Uneven Trochaic Foot: T1/2/4 T3 and T1/2/3/4 

 

a.                                                         PWd 

 

Ft 

 

σ               σ 

 

                                                                μ        μ            μ 

mjan4               fɤn3 

   面粉“flour” 

(Qu, 2013, p. 94) 

 

 

b.                                                          PWd 

 

Ft 

 

σ                

 

μ    μ    μ 

ma with T1/2/3/4 

(“mother/numb/horse/scold”) 
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Qu (2013) also argues that Mandarin Chinese creates uneven duration inside a trochaic 

foot, which is in contrast with Hayes (1995)’s proposal that trochaic feet tend to have even duration 

(unlike iambic feet). One piece of supporting evidence is the sandhi processes attested in Mandarin 

leading to the creation of uneven trochaic feet via syllable length changes, such as trochaic 

lengthening. Trochaic lengthening is the syllable length changes (i.e., the initial syllable of a 

disyllabic foot gets lengthened) in building trochaic feet evidenced in languages such as Icelandic 

and Chimalapa Zoque (Hayes, 1995). The syllable duration changes occur when the tone changes 

in certain context in order to build uneven trochaic feet. In Mandarin, trochaic lengthening is 

associated with T3 sandhi. Take trochaic lengthening as an example, it often happens during T3 

sandhi process. Recall that two T3 in sequence, the first T3 undergoes tone changes and surfaces 

as a T2. The initial syllable is now bearing a T2 (a heavy syllable) and is stressed, and thus longer 

in duration than the second syllable bearing a T3. This surface form is showing a trochaic rhythm 

with two uneven-duration syllables in the disyllabic construction. The process of creating an 

uneven trochee is thus not merely phonetic as observed by Hayes (1995) but also phonological i.e., 

tonal categorical changes: from T3 to T2 (Qu 2013). See Figure 7 for an example of this process.  
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Figure 7 An Example of T3 Sandhi Process 

 

 

 

             

                                 

 

 

T3T3(LL)         T2T3(HL) 

 

 

Other logical types of Chinese disyllabic words shown in (6) are HH, LH and LL structures, 

and I will show the metrical structure of each type in the following section.  

First, the HH type in (11): they are Chinese disyllabic words with a heavy syllable (T1/2/4) 

followed by another heavy syllable (T1/2/4). The metrical structure is shown in Figure 8. Qu (2013) 

argues that Mandarin does not allow stress clash as in Figure 8 *(b) or having a prosodic head at 

the final position of a phonological word as in Figure 8 *(c). Again, extrametricality (i.e., the final 

syllable is left out of a PWd) is out of the question as Qu (2013) explained that the weight of the 

final syllable must be visible for tonal alternations. Thus, we could only expect the foot structure 

as in Figure 8 (a), not the structures shown in Figure 8 *(b), or Figure 8 *(c).   
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Figure 8 Mandarin Foot σ μ μ σ μ μ  (T1/2/4 T1/2/4) 

 

 

                 a.                                PWd 

 

                                   Ft 

 

                                 σ                            σ 

 

                            μ        μ                  μ        μ 

                              xʷaa1                                       faŋ2 

                               花房 “green house” 

 

 *b.                                *PWd 

 

                                            PWd       PWd 

                  

                                             Ft               Ft 

 

                                              σ                 σ 

 

                                         μ        μ        μ       μ 

                              xʷaa1                      faŋ2 

                                         花房 “green house” (Qu, 2013, p. 95) 
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*c.                              *PWd 

 

                                           PWd       PWd 

                  

                                             Ft               Ft 

 

                                              σ                 σ 

 

                                         μ        μ        μ       μ 

                              xʷaa1                     faŋ2 

                            花房 “green house” 

 

As for the second logical LH sequence shown in (12) they are the Chinese disyllabic words 

starting with a T3 syllable followed by a T1/2/4 syllable. Qu (2013) argues that the initial T3 in the 

LH sequences is left unfooted (i.e., not as part of a foot), as “ʦaw3” is left out of the foot and 

connected directly to the PWd in Figure 9 (a), and the second heavy syllable forms a foot by itself 

due to Chinese word minimality (i.e., light syllables cannot form a word independently). Recall 

that monosyllabic words are super heavy (three mora counts) in Chinese proposed by Qu (2013), 

meaning neither light syllable (one mora count) nor heavy syllable (two mora counts) can form a 

word independently. Meanwhile, Chinese prohibits degenerate feet (i.e., monomoraic feet) (see 

Figure 9 *b). However, this tonal sequence is exceptional in that final strong feet are allowed in 

order to meet the requirement that every lexical word contains a foot (Qu 2013, p. 96).  
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Figure 9 Disyllabic Words σ μ σ μ μ (T3 T1/2/4)  

 

  a.                                                              PWd 

 

            Ft 

 

  σ            σ 

 

          μ            μ      μ 

                                                          ʦaw3                  tii4 

                                                           草地 “lawn” 

(Qu, 2013, p. 96) 

 

*b.                                                       PWd 

 

                                                       *Ft     Ft 

 

                                                                   σ           σ 

 

                                                        μ           μ      μ 

                                                      ʦaw3                    tii4 

草地 “lawn” 
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Finally, we are turning to the last logical tonal combination for Chinese disyllabic words: 

the T3T3 sequence (i.e., beginning with a light T3 syllable and followed by another T3 syllable), 

thus an underlying LL sequence. This sequence is particularly interesting because it involves 

phonological repair: the underlying tonal sequence of T3T3 is a LL sequence in terms of weight 

which is not in line with the optimal foot structure of Mandarin; thus, the T3T3 sequence is repaired 

to T2T3 sequence (undergo a phonological process: T3 sandhi) to change to the optimal uneven 

trochaic foot9. As discussed above, Mandarin T3 sandhi process happens in Chinese disyllabic 

words where both syllables bear T3, and the first T3 changes to T2, which means the syllable weight 

change from LL to HL. See the below demonstration in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10 Disyllabic Words σ μ σ μ (T3T3) to σ μ μ σ μ (T2T3) 

 

PWd 

 

Ft 

 

σ                 σ 

 

                                                               μ          μ             μ 

                                                                  mu2                tʂʅ3 

                                                                   拇指 “thumb” 

 
9 Qu (2013) demonstrates another type of tone sandhi process (T2 sandhi) in Chinese that is also motivated by 

underlying foot structure. Since T2 sandhi is only possible in trisyllabic words, they are beyond the scope of 

the current study. See more detailed discussion in Qu (2013). 
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As summarized above, I take the stand that Mandarin Chinese is a weight-sensitive 

language that builds uneven trochaic feet (Qu 2013). Syllable weight is determined by the 

syllable’s lexical tone category. What’s more, Chinese foot structure motivates tone sandhi 

processes, such as T3 sandhi process. The sandhi process changes an underlying LL sequence to 

a surface HL sequence.  

The T3 sandhi process (discussed above) in this dissertation is “full” T3 sandhi process. 

There is another process (the “half” T3 sandhi process) which is not a phonological process. I 

will not discuss this extensively in the current work. Briefly, the “full” T3 sandhi process changes 

the first T3 to a T2 within the T3T3 sequence, and the “half” T3 sandhi process refers to when the 

T3 in a T3T1/2/4 sequence (a non-T3T3 sequence) is not realized in its full contour (i.e., 214 in 

numeric tonal notations by Chao, 1965), rather, it realizes as its “half” contour form: “low-

dipping” (i.e., “21” versus “214” in numeric tonal notations). Zhang and Lai (2010) argued that 

the “full” T3 sandhi process is phonological (i.e., the change of the patterns of sounds), and the 

“half” T3 sandhi process is a reduction in tonal contour which is considered as phonetic (i.e., in 

the aspect of production of speech sounds). The “half” T3 sandhi is optional according to Chen 

(2000). In sum, the “full” T3 sandhi process makes categorical changes (from T3 to T2), a 

phonological process, whereas the “half” T3 sandhi makes phonetic variation of the T3 contour, a 

phonetic process. As introduced in Chapter One, this dissertation focuses on LnA of phonology. 

Other Chinese tone sandhi processes, such as yi-bu-qi-ba sandhi, are also excluded from the 

discussion of this dissertation, as these tone sandhi processes are morpheme-restricted meaning 

the tone sandhi processes only apply to these four morphemes: yi (one), bu (not), qi (seven), and 

ba (eight); thus, the sandhi processes are not predictable based on tone categories across any 

morphemes compared to T3 sandhi. For example, the morpheme yi is produced with T4 for 
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disyllabic words like yiqi (with T4T3, meaning “together”) but produced with a T2 in yikuai (with 

T2T4, meaning “one Chinese dollar, or one piece”). The tone sandhi occurs because of the 

morpheme “yi”. It does not mean T4 always co-occur with T3 or T2 co-occurs with T4 in 

Mandarin. Thus, this dissertation focuses on “full” T3 sandhi (referred to as T3 sandhi) as it does 

not have morpheme-restriction, and the “half” T3 sandhi is excluded because it is not a 

phonological process.   

 

2.4.2 Prosody of Other Languages  

The prosody with respect to lexical stress and foot structure of other languages involved 

is briefly discussed in this section. Note, there are 21 other languages involved in this study; 

however, not all languages are discussed in this section. The reason is that the purpose of 

reviewing prosodic features of learners’ background languages (e.g., L1, L2 L3) is to further 

divide participants into subgroups from L2 learners, L3 learners and heritage learners. The 

subgroup of interest in this study is whether or not the learners have prior foot structure which 

could serve as a cue to trigger property-by-property transfer of their prior foot structure onto 

learning Chinese tone sandhi process (refer to Westergaard’s Linguistic Proximity Model). Apart 

from reporting language(s) spoken, learners were also asked to report proficiency (beginner, 

intermediate, advanced or native-like) and language usage frequency (never, rarely, occasionally, 

frequently, or all the time) for each reposted language. Languages at beginner level proficiency 

and/or not frequently being used (i.e., frequency reported as never, rarely or occasionally) were 

disregarded, for these background languages are not expected to have robust influence on 

Mandarin learning. At the end, a total of nine languages were reviewed in terms of prosodic 

features as they were used to classify learners into categories like L1footness (i.e., whether the 
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L1 of the learner has foot structure), and L2footness (i.e., whether the learner speak an additional 

language that has foot structure). The nine languages are Cantonese, English, French, 

Indonesian, Khmer, Korean, Punjabi, Thai and Vietnamese. 

Cantonese has nine tones, but it lacks tone sandhi processes, at least not phonological 

tone sandhi processes, that is, tonal changes which are conditioned by phonological environment 

as opposed to by certain morphemes (also known as morphologically conditioned tonal changes) 

(Chen, 2000). Furthermore, Cantonese does not seem to have foot structure either since the only 

evidence presented by Yip (1992) arguing for Cantonese’s iambic foot structure is the formation 

of familiar names, i.e., adding the prefix a to people’s names. For example, a Cantonese speaker 

could address me as a-Jie, and the prefix a is produced with less prominence than jie. However, 

this particular structure only works with the morpheme a and only in the formation of familiar 

name structure. It is very morphologically conditioned, not sufficient to claim Cantonese has 

iambic foot structure across the board. Thus, Cantonese can be safely considered as having no 

foot structure. 

English prosodic structure has been a topic of much research for decades due to its 

complexity as early as Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) “Sound Pattern of English” (SPE). Among 

many studies that have attempted to describe English stress, the consensus is that English has 

lexical stress that is motivated by its trochaic foot structure, and it is a weight-sensitive language 

(e.g., Hayes, 1995; Kager, 1989). Further, stressed syllables have a higher pitch, greater intensity 

and longer duration than unstressed syllables (e.g., Fry, 1955).  

French is a stressless language and does not have foot structure, and it only has final 

prominence (i.e., the final syllable is longer in duration) in the phonological phrase domain. 

(Özçelik 2018, Post 2000).  
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Indonesian is a stressless language (Van Zanten, Goedemans & Pacilly, 2003; 

Athanasopoulou, Vogel & Pincus, 2021), and it does not have foot structure.  

Khmer is the official language of Cambodia, sometimes referred to as Cambodian.  

There is no published work indicating Khmer is a stressed language. The first full-length 

reference grammar of Khmer in English is published in 2011 by John Haiman, and no evidence 

of Khmer having lexical stress was presented in the book. Thus, considering there was only one 

participant who reported Khmer as one of their languages spoken, the current study assumes that 

Khmer is not a stressed language and has no foot structure.  

Korean is not a stressed language but a language with edge-prominence (Jun, 1996; 

2005, 2012). She argues that Korean does not have any head-prominence (i.e, the head of a 

prosodic unit is prominent) related to lexical stress but edge-prominence (i.e., the edge, either the 

initial and/or final syllable of a prosodic unit, tends to be salient). Korean intonation occurs in 

accentual phrases (i.e., a phonological domain between word level and intonational phrase level) 

termed by Jun (1996). 

Punjabi is an Indo-Aryan language spoken in Indian and Pakistan. It is a tonal and 

stressed language (Dhillon, 2007; Nara, 2016; Lata, Arora & Kaur, 2016). Therefore, it has feet. 

Thai is primarily spoken in Thailand, and it is a tonal language. Luksaneeyanawin (1983, 

1998) argues that Thai has fixed accent that the content words are accented while grammatical 

words are unaccented, and that the final syllable of a polysyllabic word is prominent. However, 

there is no evidence in the published literature, to the best of my knowledge, indicating that Thai 

has lexical stress. 
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Vietnamese is a tonal language but not a stressed language (Nguyen, 1970, 1980; 

Nguyen & Ingram, 2005). The general assumption is that Vietnamese does not have foot 

structure.  

So far, I have introduced the background and motivation of my dissertation in Chapter 

One. I have also reviewed the theoretical framework of language acquisition, zoomed in on 

competing L3 learning models, and offered information on prosodic information of Chinese and 

other relevant languages in this chapter. With all of these, I am now ready to turn to my 

empirical study with regard to research design and methods in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS 

 

3.1 Research Questions 

The study explores Mandarin Chinese (hereafter, Chinese) Tone 3 (T3) sandhi acquisition 

by second language (L2), third language (L3) and heritage (HL) learners. Recall, T3 is one of the 

four lexical tones in Mandarin Chinese, and it is realized as a low-dipping tone. T3 sandhi is a 

phonological process: when two T3 units appear in sequence within a word (i.e., disyllabic 

words), the first T3 in the T3-T3 sequence changes to Tone 2 (T2) as shown in Figure 1 below. 

This phonological process is motivated by Chinese prosodic foot structure. Recall, Qu (2013) 

argues that Chinese builds weight-sensitive trochaic feet, and that syllable weight is determined 

by the lexical tone, that is, T3 is heavy while T1/2/4 are light (in non-monosyllabic words). The 

weight-sensitivity and trochaic foot of Chinese is similar to that of English, but different from 

French, which is a footless language (Özçelik, 2018).  

 

Figure 11 T3 Sandhi Process 

 

 

             

                                 

 

T3T3(LL)         T2T3(HL) 
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According to the Linguistic Proximity Model (LPM; Westergaard et al., 2016), Chinese 

L3 learners with previously learned foot structure, from either their L1 or L2, could transfer the 

foot structure onto learning Chinese tone sandhi. For example, a learner who speaks English as 

their L1 or L2 should be able to access their English foot structure and could transfer it in order 

to acquire Chinese T3 sandhi. The LPM predicts that a structurally similar linguistic property of 

either previously learned language (L1 or L2) will transfer onto the learning of the target 

property of an L3. The LPM would not predict a previously learned footless language, such as 

French, to have any facilitative transfer effect in learning Chinese tone sandhi because the sandhi 

process is motivated by prosodic structure, and French prosodic structure is different from 

Chinese prosodic structure (i.e., footless language versus foot language). However, a footless 

language might have non-facilitative transfer effect if it is misanalyzed or mistakenly assumed to 

have a shared prosodic structure with L3 Mandarin.   

As discussed in Chapter 2, heritage learners are an important population to study as a 

unique group of L3 learners (e.g., Polinsky, 2015). The heritage learners in the current study are 

adult learners enrolled in post-secondary Chinese courses and come from a family where at least 

one of the parents is native speaker of Chinese. These learners have been exposed to Chinese 

during childhood through communicating with family members. Thus, Chinese is viewed as their 

L1 (the language they are first exposed to and acquired) and also their L3 (the language they re-

learn during adulthood) as they speak the majority language which is their L2 in their everyday 

life. The heritage learners’ L2 is English in the current study. The LPM does not specifically 

discuss any heritage language acquisition; however, it is reasonable to predict the heritage 

learners in this study have access to their previously learned prosodic features, such as foot 

structure, just like any other L3 learners when acquiring Chinese tone sandhi, which has a 
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potential of resulting in them having some acquisitional advantages over other L3 learners who 

do not have foot structure or tone sandhi in their L1 and/or L2.  

 In addition, the current study has recognized the heterogeneous nature of heritage 

learners by dividing heritage learners into two subgroups: Mandarin heritage learners (MHLs) 

and Cantonese heritage learners (CHLs). As discussed in Chapter 4, Cantonese does not have 

foot structure like Mandarin and English, thus, CHLs would not have access to L1 foot structure 

as MHLs do. This might lead to CHLs performing worse than MHLs while they might still enjoy 

some heritage acquisitional advantages over non-heritage learners (i.e., L2 and L3 learners in the 

current study).   

In summary, this study aims to explore the role of previously learned languages (i.e., 

childhood Mandarin or Cantonese, other L1 or L2s such as English and French) in L3 acquisition 

of Chinese tone sandhi with a consideration of the transfer effect predicted by the LPM: the 

similarity or difference between previously learned languages and the target language Chinese in 

terms of foot structure. Moreover, the current study is also interested in exploring whether 

heritage status put learners at an advantageous position for acquiring a suprasegmental 

phonological feature of Chinese, T3 sandhi. Further, whether Cantonese heritage learners have 

similar advantages as Mandarin heritage learners when acquiring Mandarin.  

A number of previous studies have suggested that suprasegmental factors influence 

listeners’ judgements of L2 speech (e.g., Kang, 2010; Warren, Elgort & Crebbe, 2009). Thus, the 

tone sandhi production is thus assessed in comprehensibility and accentedness, given that it is 

evidenced in the literature that prosody influences comprehensibility and accentedness ratings 

(e.g., Saito, Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2017). The judgement is done by native speakers of Chinese. 

As discussed in previous chapters, comprehensibility refers to the degree of difficulty the listener 
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experiences when attempting to understand an utterance, while accentedness refers to the extent 

to which a non-native speech is perceived to differ from native speaker norms (Munro & 

Derwing, 1995, 1997). Thus, learners who benefit from prosodic transfer onto learning Mandarin 

tone sandhi should have higher comprehensibility and lower accentedness ratings.  

In sum, the research questions of the current study are: 

Q1. Prosody in relation to Comprehensibility and Accentedness: Do learners of Chinese 

perform differently on sandhi versus non-sandhi words in terms of comprehensibility and 

accentedness? Does the acquisition of tone sandhi affect learners’ comprehensibility and/or 

accentedness?  

Q2. L3A in relation to transfer: Is there evidence supporting the LPM predictions: 

learners with previously learned foot knowledge (regardless whether it is from their L1 or L2) 

should benefit from foot structure transfer and thus outperform learners without foot knowledge 

in terms of comprehensibility and/or accentedness?  

Q3. HLA in Phonological domain: Do heritage learners have acquisitional advantages 

over non-heritage learners when acquiring Chinese tone sandhi (a phonological feature)? Will 

Mandarin heritage learners perform better than Cantonese heritage learners? 
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3.2 Participants 

 A total of 121 participants voluntarily took part in the current study, and they are 91 

Chinese learners, ten instructors of Chinese and twenty native speakers of Chinese. Each 

participant was offered 10 Canadian dollars (or the equivalent amount in local currency of the 

participant) to compensate them for their time participating in the study.10 The 91 Chinese 

learners are adult learners enrolled in a post-secondary institution at the time of data collection. 

They are learners with different language background (shown in Appendix 8) who are learning 

Chinese as their L2, L3 or heritage language. Thus, they are categorized as L2ers, L3ers and 

HLers respectively. Note, L3ers refers to multilingual learners of Chinese meaning they speak at 

least two other languages than other Chinese, and HLers are further divided into Mandarin HLers 

(MHLs) and Cantonese HLers (CHLs) depending on their heritage language being Mandarin or 

Cantonese. Altogether, there were 19 CHLs, 9 MHLs, 23 L2ers, and 36 L3ers.11 

 The ten instructors of Chinese are from post-secondary institutions where the learner 

participants were recruited. The instructors were course teachers of the recruited learner 

participants. While it was simply not possible to have all instructors participate in the study, it 

was valuable to involve learners’ instructors to share about their teaching in respect of tone 

sandhi in classrooms. This is to gain information on how learners were taught in the classrooms 

in terms of tone sandhi, for example, whether tone sandhi was explicitly taught to learners and 

how. They were asked to fill out an online survey via jotform.com to share their Chinese 

language teaching experience. The survey questions are listed in Appendix 2. Most of the 

 
 
11 There was a total of 91 learners who responded to the survey; however, the complete responses were only 

87.  
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instructor participants were teaching Chinese language in Canada (N=8), one was in Japan, and 

one was in the U.S.A. during the time of data collection.  

Twenty raters are native speakers of Chinese, and they are all undergraduate students 

from one university located in Northern China. They were asked to fill out a language 

background survey (See Appendix 3). The survey results show that the raters aged from 19 to 22, 

and 85% of them are female speakers (Female: N=17; Male: N=3). They are all from homes in 

Northern China (Shandong Province: N=19; Henan Province: N=1), and both Shandong and 

Henan province are located in Mandarin speaking zones (Kurpaska, 2010). Thus, all native raters 

speak Mandarin both at home and for professional purposes, and none of them speak Cantonese 

or other dialects of Chinese (e.g., Wu or Hui dialect). Native raters were asked to rate the 

monosyllabic words of the screening wordlist in terms of tone acceptability. The tone 

acceptability is judged in two-way: acceptable versus unacceptable. Again, this was to screen the 

eligibility of learner participants by their basic knowledge of four Chinese lexical tones. The 

disyllabic words (the experimental wordlist) from all eligible learner participants were then 

judged by native raters for comprehensibility first and then for accentedness with the provided 

rating scales (introduced in 3.3 Tasks and Instruments).  

 The current study obtained ethical approval 12prior to recruiting participants from post-

secondary institutions from a number of countries including Canada, the U.S.A., China, South 

Korea and Japan. A call for participants 13was sent out to post-secondary Chinese programs, and 

 
12 The current study obtained ethical approval certificate (#H21-01277) for harmonized minimal risk 

behavioural study and other institutional ethical certificates prior to recruiting participants from post-secondary 

institutions worldwide. The ethical approval form is Appendix 10.  

13 See Appendix 11 for the call for participants. 
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participants responded to the call by participating via online platforms. All participants gave their 

consent14 prior to participating in the study. 

 

3.3 Tasks and Instruments  

The instruments used in this study include surveys (for learners, Chinese instructors, and 

native raters), a screening wordlist (i.e., a list of 12 monosyllabic words to test whether learners 

have basic knowledge of Chinese tones), an experimental wordlist (i.e., a list of 40 disyllabic 

words with different tonal sequences including sandhi and non-sandhi words), and three rating 

scales. The tasks are two read-out-loud tasks (reading of the screening wordlist and the 

experimental wordlist) for learners of Chinese, and three rating tasks for native speakers of 

Chinese (i.e., rating the screening wordlist for tone production quality, and rating the 

experimental wordlist for comprehensibility and accentedness). I will now turn to introduce tasks 

and instruments for each participant group: learners of Chinese, instructors of Chinese, and then 

native raters of Chinese.  

 

3.3.1 Tasks for Learners of Chinese 

Chinese learners are asked to complete a language background survey and two reading 

tasks. The language background information serves to classify learners into a number of 

subgroups based on factors such as learner types (heritage learners, L2ers and L3ers) and 

Chinese proficiency (beginners or non-beginners). The reason why proficiency is classified into 

beginners vs. non-beginners is due to the fact that current learning models, such as TPM 

(Rothman, 2011, 2015) and LPM (Westergaard et al., 2016; Westergaard 2019) were developed 

 
14 See Appendix 12 for participant consent forms 
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to make predictions on initial versus post-initial stages of acquisition. In the current study, 

Chinese proficiency is used to classify acquisition stages, that is, beginners are viewed at initial 

stage of acquisition while non-beginners are viewed at post-initial stage of acquisition. The 

language background survey asks for details on language background (e.g., first language, 

additional language(s) spoken, language proficiency and use frequency) and other basic 

demographic information (such as age, gender). In addition, the learners’ survey asks language 

learners of Chinese to provide information on their Chinese learning experience (e.g., years of 

learning Chinese, learning motivation and challenges) in order to gain a holistic picture of their 

language learning; See Appendix 1 for details. The two reading tasks are a monosyllabic wordlist 

(N=12) which serves as a screening wordlist and a disyllabic wordlist (N=40) which is the 

experimental wordlist, and both wordlists (i.e., the screening and experimental wordlist) are 

presented in pinyin (the Romanised pronunciation system) form with tone markers instead of in 

Chinese character form to make the reading tasks less cognitively demanding for even beginner 

learners.  The participating learners of Chinese are asked to read the screening wordlist (the first 

reading task) and then the experimental wordlist (the second reading task). Instructions are given 

to the learners that they were asked to read the words at their normal speech rate and volume and 

to repeat each word twice. See Appendix 6. Reading Tasks Instructions  

The purpose of the monosyllabic wordlist reading task is to screen participants’ basic 

Chinese pronunciation, whether they are able to accurately produce basic monosyllabic words 

carrying lexical tones. The screening wordlist consists of 12 monosyllabic Chinese words: three 

with T1, three words with T2, three words with T3, and three words with T4. The screen wordlist 

will be judged by native raters for tonal production acceptability: acceptable or not acceptable.  

The acceptability of tonal production is based on whether learners can provide appropriate tone 
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contours of the given tone. For instance, an acceptable T2 production should be a raising tone in 

contour, not a levelled tone. See Appendix 4 for the screening wordlist.  

The learners are then asked to read a list of 40 disyllabic words, the experimental 

wordlist. This wordlist has a balanced number of sandhi words (T3T3 sequence) and non-sandhi 

words (non-T3T3 sequence, e.g., T4T3), that is, 20 sandhi words and 20 non-sandhi words. 

Following Zhang and Lai (2010), the experimental wordlist was developed using the “Chinese 

Text Computing” corpus (https://lingua.mtsu.edu/chinese-computing/statistics/bigram/form.php) 

by Da (2004), an updated version of the 1998 version of the corpus used by Zhang and Lai 

(2013). Da (2004) corpus was used to ensure the commonality of the disyllabic words used to 

form the experimental wordlist. A commonality score is calculated (ranging between 1 and 30). 

Common words are defined as receiving a score between 4 to 12. A list of 40 common disyllabic 

words (whose commonality scores fall between 4 and 12) was then chosen to form the 

experimental wordlist, of which 20 are sandhi words (T3T3 sequence) and 20 are non-sandhi 

words (non-T3T3 sequence, such as T1T3 sequence). See Appendix 5 for the list of words.  

 

3.3.2 Tasks for Instructors of Chinese Language 

Instructors were asked to fill the instructor survey to share about their language 

background, Chinese language teaching experience and challenges of teaching students with 

diverse language background.  The instructors’ survey focuses on gaining information on 

Chinese learners’ classroom learning in formal instructional settings, and sample questions 

include whether tone sandhi is explicitly taught in class and how and how they cope with 

teaching students from diverse language background. See Appendix 2 for details. 
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3.3.3 Tasks for Native raters of Chinese 

Native raters are asked to fill out a survey and perform three rating tasks: an acceptability 

rating task, a comprehensibility rating task, and an accentedness rating task. The native raters’ 

survey asks for information on basic demographic information, specifically on hometown origin 

and dialect spoken (e.g., which part of China raters are from and what kind of Chinese dialect the 

raters speak). This is to make sure all native raters come from Mandarin-speaking 

zones/provinces in China. In addition, the native raters were recruited from a teachers’ university 

within a Mandarin-speaking province. These raters have taken Guojia Putonghua Shuiping Ceshi 

(“National Standard Chinese Proficiency Test”) and passed with at least Level 2 (“二级乙等”), 

the requirement for obtaining a teaching credential in China. All the effort was to minimize 

potential non-Mandarin dialectal influence (e.g., Hui dialect) and to make sure these raters have 

adequate Mandarin knowledge and proficiency to rate learners’ utterances. See Appendix 3 for 

details. 

 Native raters were first asked to rate all monosyllabic words produced by each learner for 

tone production acceptability. The acceptability rating is a two-way decision, either the tonal 

production is acceptable or not acceptable. The screening test serves to determine whether the 

learner has basic knowledge of the four Chinese lexical tones and can properly produce Chinese 

lexical tones. This screening test was to minimize the potential influence of poorly produced tone 

segments on tone sandhi judgement. This was to ensure that if a learner received a low 

comprehensibility or high accentedness score on a sandhi word that it is due to their tone sandhi 

performance, not their poor tone production. The passing standard I adopted is 80% acceptable 

production of all monosyllabic words (across all four tones), and 66% acceptable production of 

T3 words. This means, in order to pass the screening test, a learner’s monosyllabic words need to 
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receive at least 192 acceptable ratings (i.e., 12 monosyllabic tokens per learner * 20 raters * 

80%) from twenty native raters in order to meet the overall 80% overall threshold. In addition, a 

learner’s T3 monosyllabic words need to receive at least 39.6 acceptable ratings (i.e., 3 T3 tokens 

per learner* 20 raters * 66%) from twenty native raters in order to meet the 66% T3 threshold.  

Take participant #3 as an example, this learner did not pass the screening test with an overall 

acceptability rate at 74% and T3 acceptability rate at 57%. Another example of failing to pass the 

screening test, participant #45 has an overall acceptability rate of 89% but a T3 acceptability rate 

of  58%.The reason of employing this “80% across all tones plus 66% of T3” standard is to 

ensure learners have adequate tonal production (thus 80%) even though they may experience 

difficulties in producing T3 words (66%) given it is evidenced in literature that T3 is indeed more 

difficult (i.e., higher error rates and late acquisition) for learners of Chinese to acquire among all 

four lexical tones (e.g., Ioup & Tansomboon, 1987;  Zhang 2017). 

For the participants who have passed the screening tests (hereafter, eligible participants; 

N= 67/91), their recordings of disyllabic words (reading task two) are prepared for native raters 

to rate for comprehensibility and accentedness. The preparation of the data involves editing the 

audio recordings using Audacity 3.0.0, and the editing tasks involve normalizing audio files and 

minimizing background noise15 if needed.  As the learner participants were instructed to read 

each word twice, and the second reading of each word (which was usually more fluent) was used 

to generate a token for raters to judge. Altogether, there were 2,680 tokens prepared for rating 

(i.e., 40 tokes per eligible participant * 67 eligible participants = 2,680 tokens) prepared for 

comprehensibility and accentedness rating. Each audio file was given a numerical code to 

 
15 Recordings are produced by learners with various types of devices (e.g., phone, tablet or personal computer) 

at locations of their choices (e.g., home, office, public transit), which resulted in some recordings having 

robust background noise. The background noise is reduced by using the “noise reduction” function.  
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indicate which word produced by which participant before being randomized in order for native 

raters to rate. For example, the 5th word on the experimental wordlist produced by learner 

participant #11 is coded as 1105. All audio files were randomized, and every 100 words are 

merged into a new audio file to make the rating tasks easier for raters to keep track. The newly 

merged audio files do not reveal information on which word is produced by which participant. A 

total of 27 audio files (named as “Audio File 1 to 27), rating scales with instructions (Appendix 

7) as well as designated data recording sheets were provided to native raters for 

comprehensibility and accentedness rating tasks. This way, native raters have no knowledge of 

which word is produced by which participant. The purpose of randomization and then forming 

new audio files for native raters is to ensure rating validity by avoiding native raters 

unknowingly developing any bias towards any learner because of potential factors such as a few 

poorly produced words in a row etc.  

Following Derwing and Munro (1997, 2009) and Munro and Derwing (1995), a 9-point 

rating scale is used for both the comprehensibility and accentedness rating tasks. The 

comprehensibility rating scale is 1 to 9, with 1 being extremely easy to understand and 9 being 

extremely difficult to understand. The accentedness rating scale is 1 to 9, with 1 being no accent 

and 9 being extremely strong accent. The rating instruction provided raters with information on 

comprehensibility and accentedness followed by visual rating scales of comprehensibility and 

crestedness; for example, Table 1 shows how raters were instructed for the accentedness rating 

task. See Appendix 7 for full details of all rating task instructions. Native raters were provided 

with an option to get in touch with me via email or other virtual communicating software if they 

have questions or need clarifications on any of the rating scales or tasks. None of the raters got 
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contacted for clarifications on the rating instructions provided   See Appendix 7. Acceptability, 

Comprehensibility and Accentedness Rating Task Instruction.  

 

 

 

Table 3 Accentedness Rating Task Instruction 

 

 

Instruction 

Accentedness refers to how heavy the foreign accent is. Please 

listen to a number of Chinese words. You will be asked to 

provide an accentedness rating score for each word. Assign the 

rating score according to your perception of the degree of the 

foreign accent (i.e., the degree to which the foreign accent 

differs from the native-like production). Refer to the rating 

scale below when rating each recording.  

 

Accentedness 

Scale 

 

Accentedness Scale: How strong the foreign accent is? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 

No 

acce

nt 

 Extre

mely 

strong 

accent 
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3.4 Data Collection Procedure  

Data collection was conducted remotely via a number of online survey platforms, and 

they were Jotform (www.jotform.com), and Wenjuanxing (www. wjx.cn). The choice of the 

platform is determined by the participant’s geographical location and internet access. Jotform 

was not accessible in mainland China, thus, participants located in mainland China during the 

data collection period accessed the surveys via Wenjuanxing. Most participants had access to the 

surveys via jotform. com, for most of them were located in North America during the time of 

data collection. Both platforms allow participants access to the designed experiment links to fill 

in the language background survey and to record their wordlist reading via their personal smart 

phone, tablet or computer anytime, which made data collection possible during the global 

pandemic (Covid-19) when social distancing was required such that participants could not come 

to research lab sessions for recording.  

 Native speaker raters were given the screening wordlist with pinyin and the correct tone 

markers, so they were aware of the target words they were listening to when rating the 

acceptability of each monosyllabic word (the screening wordlist). The reason is that many tokens 

on the screening wordlist are possible with all four tones in Chinese. For example, the token 

“huang” with T3 is “to lie”, but it is also possible in Chinese to have “huang” with T1 meaning 

“panicking”, with T2 meaning “yellow”, and with T4 meaning “to shake”. In order to make sure 

the raters know the intended tones for learners to produce, the screening wordlist is provided to 

native raters.  

 Raters were asked to judge disyllabic words for their comprehensibility using the 9-point 

comprehensibility scale provided. After rating all the disyllabic words for comprehensibility, 

raters were asked to rate the data again using the accentedness rating scale after a week from the 
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date when they finished the comprehensibility rating task. For each of the three rating tasks, 

raters were sent the audio data, rating scale with instructions, as well as Microsoft Excel sheets to 

record their rating scores. Raters were asked to erase all data/recordings from their personal 

computer once they had completed the tasks and send the excel file to the primary researcher.  

 

3.5 Data Coding and Analyses 

The rating results from twenty native speaker raters consist of a total of 53,600 

comprehensibility scores and 53,600 accentedness rating scores (40 words * 67 learners * 20 

raters). A series of means were calculated to prepare the data for analysis. For each learner, four 

means were calculated: the mean of all sandhi words’ comprehensibility scores rated by 20 

raters, the mean of all non-sandhi words’ comprehensibility scores rated by twenty raters, the 

mean of all sandhi words’ accentedness rated by twenty raters and the mean of all non-sandhi 

words’ accentedness rated by twenty raters. 

In order to answer the research questions and prepare the data collected for statistical 

analyses, nine between-subject variables were identified through learners’ background survey 

coding in order to account for systematic behaviours of their tone sandhi performance. The nine 

between-subject variables along with one within-subject variable are listed in Table 4. The 

within-subject variable is “Sandhiness” of experimental words. The experimental wordlist 

consists of 20 sandhi words and 20 non-sandhi words, thus, words were classified based on word 

sandhiness (non-sandhi words=0, sandhi words=1). When going through learners’ survey 

responses, nine potential factors (between-subject variables) were identified. See Table 2 below 

for a description and level of coding.  
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Table 4 Factors Used to Classify Learner Groups 

No. Code Description Level of coding 

1.  Sandhiness Whether the word read by the learner is a 

sandhi word or a non-sandhi word 

non-sandhi word= 0 

sandhi word= 1 

2.  Learner 

type 

Whether the learner is learning Chinese as 

their heritage language, L2 or L3.  

HL=0 

L2er=1 

L3er=3 

3.  HLness The heritage status of a learner: whether the 

learner is a non-heritage learner (meaning 

L2er or L3er), or the learner is a type of 

heritage learners (Cantonese heritage learner 

or Mandarin heritage learner) 

nonHL=0 

CHL=1 

MHL=2 

 

4.  Chinese 

proficiency 

The self-rated Chinese speaking proficiency 

of a learner 

Beginner=0 

Non-beginner=1 

5.  L1footness whether L1 is a foot language No foot=0 

Has foot=1 

6.  L2footness Whether L2 is a foot language No foot=0 

Has foot=1 

7.  Chinese use The frequency of the learner uses Chinese 

language 

Never, rarely, 

occasionally=0, 

Frequently, all the 

time=1 

8.  Learning 

length 

The total length of learning Chinese in any 

settings 

Under a year=0,  

Between one to two 

years=1 

More than two years=2 

9.  Chinese 

courses 

The number of Chinese courses taken prior 

to participating in the study 

Less than three 

courses=0 
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Before entering the data into analyses, inter-rater reliability checks were conducted for 

comprehensibility scores and for accentedness scores. Both of them were above 95%, more 

specifically, it was 97.1%. for comprehensibility scores and 98.6% for accentedness scores. A 

series of statistical analyses were run in SPSS 25, and it includes multiple linear regression 

analyses on the ten factors introduced above in relation to comprehensibility rating scores and 

accentedness rating scores, followed by several non-parametric tests such as Kruskal Wallis Test 

and Mann-Whitney U test. In the next section of this chapter, I will turn to reporting the results 

from these statistical analyses.  

  

More than three 

courses=1 

10.  China 

experience 

The total length of a learner’s stay in China Less than a year=0 

More than a year=1 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

 

In this chapter, I will first present quantitative results from a series of statistical analyses 

conducted in SPSS 25 on comprehensibility and accentedness rating scores. I then will provide 

the qualitative results related to instructor and student survey responses.  

 

4.1 Quantitative Results 

A paired t-test revealed that learners perform differently in terms of comprehensibility 

and accentedness (p= .000 < .05), and the correlation was positive at .853. Recall, the 

comprehensibility scale used was 1= extremely comprehensible and 9= not comprehensible at 

all, while the accentedness scale used was 1= no accent and 9= extremely accented. The positive 

correlation means that learners with more foreign accent tend to be less comprehensible, and 

learners with less foreign accent tend to be more comprehensible. I then turn to investigate 

whether the factors (the ten factors: one within-subject factor and nine between-subject factors) 

elicited from learners’ learning background influence comprehensibility and accentedness, and to 

what degree. The results are presented in the following subsections.  

 

4.1.1 Factors Influencing Comprehensibility  

Overall, the comprehensibility scores are quite low (M= 2.09, SD= 0.76) across all 

learners which means all participating learners are quite comprehensible. Regarding the factors 

influencing comprehensibility scores, a multiple linear regression analysis on comprehensibility 

scores was run in SPSS 25, and the results are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 5 Multiple Linear Regression on Comprehensibility Scores 

 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

R Square 

Change 

F Change 

1 .395a .156 .149 .696723 .156 24.336 

2 .509b .260 .248 .654935 .104 18.382 

3 .548c .300 .284 .639298 .040 7.487 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Learning length 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Learning length, L2footness 

c. Predictors: (Constant), Learning length, L2footness, China experience 

d. Dependent Variable: Comprehensibility 

 

The three most robust and statistically significant (p< .05) factors are Learning length, 

L2footness and China experience, with the R2 change values being .156, .104 and .040 

respectively. This means that learning length has the most predictive power towards L3 

comprehensibility among all factors investigated by accounting for 15.6% of the data variation. 

The second most robust factor is L2footness- that is, whether having an L2 with foot structure 

can predict 10.4% of the comprehensibility data. Lastly, the amount of time stayed in China (i.e., 

China experience) also has predictive power by explaining 4% of the comprehensibility score 

variations.  

As shown in Table 7, other than the three most robust factors, Proficiency, L1footness, 

Chinese use and Chinese courses (p< .05) also significantly influence comprehensibility.  
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Table 6 Correlation between the Ten Factors and Comprehensibility Scores 

 

  Comprehensibility 

Pearson Correlation *Sandhiness -.037 

*Learner type -.004 

*HLness .095 

Proficiency -.315 

L1footness -.186 

L2footness .376 

Chinese use -.300 

Learning length -.395 

Chinese courses -.296 

China experience -.362 

Sig. (1-tailed) *Sandhiness .335 

*Learner type .480 

*HLness .137 

Proficiency .000 

L1footness .016 

L2footness .000 

Chinese use .000 

Learning length .000 

Chinese courses .000 

China experience .000 

Note. The nonsignificant factors are marked with a * symbol.  

 Positive correlation score(s) are marked in shade. 

 

 

Out of the ten factors, Sandhiness, Learner types and HLness have no significant 

predictive power towards comprehensibility (p= .480, .335 and .137 > .05). Learners do not 
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perform any differently on sandhi words versus non-sandhi words in terms of comprehensibility. 

Learners, regardless whether they are heritage learners or which type of heritage learners (i.e., 

MHLs or CHLs), L2ers or L3ers, do not perform differently in terms of comprehensibility.  

In terms of correlation between a significant predictive factor and comprehensibility 

shown in Table 7, only L2footness is positively correlated with comprehensibility scores, 

meaning having an L2 with foot structure (recall, having foot was coded as 1 while no foot as 0) 

is correlated to higher comprehensibility scores, and not having foot structure in an L2 is 

correlated to lower comprehensibility scores. Recall, the comprehensibility scale used was set up 

as “1= extremely comprehensible and 9= not comprehensible at all”. Thus, having foot structure 

in L2 leads to lower comprehensibility (i.e., higher comprehensibility scores) in L3 Mandarin. 

Further, factors such as Proficiency, L1footness, Chinese use, Learning length, Chinese courses, 

and China experience are all negatively correlated with comprehensibility scores. This means, 

learners with higher Chinese proficiency, an L1 with foot structure, higher Chinese use 

frequency, longer length of Chinese learning, more Chinese courses taken, and longer stay in 

China are better with comprehensibility performance (i.e., lower comprehensibility scores). 

In sum, Learning length, L2footness and China experience have the most predictive 

powers for L3 comprehensibility; having longer learning length and longer stay in China as well 

as not having foot structure in L2 lead to better comprehensibility performance in L3. 

Surprisingly, the multiple linear regression model suggested that (a)learners do not seem to 

perform any differently on sandhi words versus non-sandhi words. (b) Learners who are learning 

Mandarin as their heritage language, L2 or L3 do not seem to perform differently in terms of 

comprehensibility. These two factors were further investigated in non-parametric models, and 

the results are available in Section 4.1.3.  
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4.1.2 Factors Influencing Accentedness  

Overall, the accentedness scores are quite low (M= 2. 87, SD= 1.15) among all learners, 

this means, all participating learners have a relatively light foreign accent. Regarding the factors 

influencing accentedness scores, a multiple linear regression analysis on accentedness scores was 

run in SPSS 25, and the results are shown in Table 8. 

 

Table 7 Multiple Linear Regression on Accentedness Scores 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

R Square 

Change 

F 

Change 

Change 

Statistics 

1 .486a .236 .231 1.005965 .236 40.867 Sig. F 

Change 

2 .564b .318 .307 .954650 .081 15.572 .000 

3 .605c .366 .351 .923853 .048 9.880 .000 

4 .622d .387 .368 .911775 .021 4.467 .002 

5 .639e .408 .385 .899155 .021 4.646 .036 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Learning length 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Learning length, China experience 

c. Predictors: (Constant), Learning length, China experience, L2footness 

d. Predictors: (Constant), Learning length, China experience, L2footness, Chinese use 

e. Predictors: (Constant), Learning length, China experience, L2footness, Chinese use, 

L1footness 

 

The most robust and statistically significant (p< .05) five factors are Learning length, 

China experience, L2footness, Chinese use and L1 footness, with the R2 change values 

being .236, .081, .048, .021 and .021 respectively. This means Learning length has the most 

predictive power for accentedness variation, and by adding each of the successive factors onto 

the model, the predictive power increases by adding 8.1%, 4.8%, 2.1% and 2.1% respectively on 

top of the 23.5% from Learning length itself.  
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In addition, Proficiency and Chinese courses also significantly influence accentedness 

(p< .05) shown in Table 9; however, their predictive power is not as strong as the above five 

factors as these two factors were not selected by the multiple linear regression model shown in 

Table 8.  

Out of all factors, Sandhiness, Learner types and HLness have no significant predictive 

power towards accentedness (p= .456, .203 and .452 > .05). All learners do not seem to perform 

any differently on sandhi words versus non-sandhi words in terms of accentedness. Learners, 

regardless of whether they are heritage learners or which type of heritage learners (i.e., MHLs or 

CHLs), L2ers or L3ers, do not seem to perform differently in terms of accentedness.  

In terms of correlation between a significant predictive factor and accentedness shown in 

Table 6, only L2footness is positively correlated with accentedness. Recall, that the accentedness 

scale used was set up as “1= no accent and 9= extremely accented”. This means having a footed 

L2 is associated with a higher foreign accent in L3 Mandarin.  

 

Table 8 Correlation between the Ten Factors and Accentedness Scores 

 

  Accentedness 

Pearson Correlation *Sandhiness -.010 

*Learner type 0.72 

*HLness -.008 

Proficiency -.404 

L1footness -.232 

L2footness .312 

Chinese use -.399 

Learning length -.486 
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Chinese courses -.289 

China experience -.448 

Sig. (1-tailed) *Sandhiness .456 

*Learner type .203 

*HLness .462 

Proficiency .000 

L1footness .003 

L2footness .000 

Chinese use .000 

Learning length .000 

Chinese courses .000 

China experience .000 

Note. The nonsignificant factors are marked with a * symbol.  

 Positive correlation score(s) are marked in shade. 

 

 

Other significant factors, such as Proficiency, L1footness, Chinese use, Learning length, 

Chinese courses and China experiences, are negatively correlated to accentedness. This means, 

learners with higher Chinese proficiency, an L1 with foot structure, higher Chinese use 

frequency, longer length of Chinese learning, more Chinese courses taken, and longer stay in 

China tend to have less foreign accent (i.e., lower accentedness scores). 

In sum, Learning length, L2footness and China experience were the most robust factors 

predictive accentedness as well as comprehensibility. Chinese use and L1 footness significantly 

influence accentedness as well as comprehensibility, but it seems that they have more predictive 

power towards accentedness more than comprehensibility considering that the two factors were 

selected by the linear regression forward model for accentedness (Table 8) but not by that of 

comprehensibility in Table 6. Lastly, Sandhiness, Learner types and HLness have no significant 
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predictive power towards either accentedness or comprehensibility. These three factors were not 

found significant in the multiple linear regression model, which could have resulted from the 

small and unequal sample size. Thus, further investigation is required using non-parametric tests.  

 

4.1.3 Post-hoc Non-parametric Tests 

The two linear regression analyses indicated that Sandhiness, Learner types and HLness 

do not influence either comprehensibility nor accentedness. However, this is likely due to the 

small sample size of each subgroup and the unequal group size. For example, for the HLness 

subgroups, the sample size for each subgroup is non-HL (N =47), CHLs (N =13), and MHLs (N 

= 7) respectively. Thus, a series of non-parametric tests were run to test on whether learners with 

different HLness (nonHL= 0, CHLs= 1, MHLs= 2), of different Learner type (non-HL=0, L2er= 

1, L3er=3) as well as the Sandhiness of words (non-sandhi words= 0, sandhi words= 1) are 

behaving differently for comprehensibility and/or accentedness. The non-parametric tests were 

selected based on the number of subgroups; that is, for two subgroups (i.e., Sandhiness), a Mann-

Whitney U test was run; for three subgroups (i.e., HLness and Learner type), a Kruskal Wallis 

Test was run. I will report the results in the order of the factors: Sandhiness, HLness, and 

Learner type.  

On Sandhiness: Sandhiness remain insignificant in predictive either comprehensibility 

(p= .589 > .05) or accentedness (p= .904 > .05) across all learners. This was not surprising since 

the subgroups, sandhi words and non-sandhi words, are equal in terms of numbers. The non-

parametric test results were expected to be in line with that of the linear regression models.  

On HLness: As Figure 12 and 13 show below, nonHL, CHLs and MHLs performed 

significantly differently on comprehensibility (p= .002 <.05) as well as accentedness (p= .006 
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< .05). Further, as for comprehensibility, the pair-wise comparisons indicated that significant 

differences are only found between the non-HL and CHLs groups, not non-HL versus MHLs or 

CHLs versus MHLs (see Figure 2). In addition, CHLs were less comprehensible than non-HL, 

considering the averaged rank values were 92.58 versus 61.90 (Figure 2). As for accentedness, 

significant differences were found between (a) MHLs and CHLs (with MHLs having less foreign 

accent), (b) nonHL and CHLs (with nonHL having less foreign accent), but not (c) non-HL and 

MHLs (see Figure 13).  

 

Figure 12 Kruskal-Wallis Test Results for HLness and Comprehensibility 
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Note. Significance values have been adjusted for multiple tests and highlighted in yellow. 

 

 

Figure 13 Kruskal-Wallis Test Results for HLness and Accentedness 
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Note. Significance values have been adjusted for multiple tests and highlighted in yellow. 

 

What’s more, the non-parametrical comparisons were then run on sandhi and non-sandhi 

words only. It turned out that no difference was found among HLness groups for non-sandhi 

words’ comprehensibility (p= .062 > .05) or accentedness (p= .101 > .05). The significant 

differences were only found on sandhi words’ comprehensibility (p= .036 < .05) and 

accentedness (p= .034 < .05) among HLness groups. The further pair-wise comparisons revealed 

that CHL performed significantly different from non-HL (p= .037 < .05) with CHL being worse 

in comprehensibility, that CHL performed significantly different from MHL (p= .038< .05) with 

CHL being worse in accentedness.  
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On Learner type: A significant difference was found for comprehensibility scores 

(p= .005< .05) among the three subgroups of Learner type: HLers, L2ers and L3ers, while there 

was no significant difference (p= .099 >.05) in terms of accentedness. Further, the pair-wise 

analysis indicated that significant differences exist for (a) L2ers versus L3ers (p= .030 < .05) 

with L2ers being more comprehensible, (b) L2ers versus HLers (p= .006 < .05) with L2ers being 

more comprehensible, but not (c) L3ers versus HLers (p=1 > .05). See Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 Kruskal-Wallis Test Results for Learner type and Comprehensibility 
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 What’s more, the non-parametrical comparisons were then run on sandhi and non-sandhi 

words only. It turned out that no difference was found among Learnertype subgroups for non-

sandhi words’ comprehensibility (p= .094 > .05) or accentedness (p= .337 > .05). The significant 

differences were only found on sandhi words’ comprehensibility (p= .043 < .05) but not 

accentedness (p= .194 > .05) among Learnertype subgroups. The further pair-wise comparisons 

revealed that L2ers performed significantly different from L3ers (p= .037 < .05) and Heritage 

learners (p= .024 < .05) with L2ers being better in comprehensibility.  
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4.2 Qualitative Results: Survey Responses 

 This section presents the results of qualitative data probe, and the purpose of including 

qualitative results is to elicit more background information of learners’ language learning and 

instructors’ classroom teaching. The qualitative data are from instructors and learners’ responses 

to open-ended questions in the surveys. The open-ended questions are concerned with tone 

sandhi teaching and learning, and the aim was to gain a wholistic picture of the teaching and 

learning of tone sandhi in university classrooms. The qualitative data can provide insights into 

factors that could potentially influence the learning of tone sandhi in addition to the ten factors 

that were emerged from learners’ diverse learner background and investigated in statistical 

analysis (e.g., L1, Chinese use frequency). I will first present the survey responses of instructors 

and then of learners. 

 

 4.2.1 Instructor Survey Responses 

 Eight out of ten instructors indicated challenges encountered in teaching tones to 

students, and aspects of tone teaching included tone production, tone perception, tone sandhi, as 

well as effective tone teaching materials. See Table 10 for details.  

 

Table 9 Challenges Encountered in Teaching 

                                                         Instructors’ Responses 

o Teaching tones is difficult especially as a native speaker, but I was advised to be more 

flexible and not fixate on wrong tones since this would be discouraging.  

o The biggest challenge for them is to get the tones correct. Students speaking other tonal 

languages, such as Thai and Vietnamese, also find it hard to get the tones 

correct….English-speaking students also have trouble in producing the correct sentence 

intonation. They often produce sentences that sound 洋腔洋调. 

o Students cannot use correct tones freely. 
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o Many students who struggle with tones because of the influence of their first languages. 

For example, a Cantonese speaking student may pronounce the character "bā" (eight) in 

fourth tone "bà" because fourth tone is closer to how they would pronounce the word in 

Cantonese. 

o Some learners are less sensitive to pitch differences.2. Some learners do not believe they 

need to work on the accuracy of their tone 

o production, or they just don't care. 

o The most impressive challenge I have encountered is training students to hear the tones. 

In my opinion, if the students cannot hear the tones, they won’t be able to pronounce the 

tones correctly or at least consciously pronounce the right tone. 

o My greatest challenge has been finding suitable textbooks that teach spoken Chinese in 

an integrated and organic manner. Most curricula available teach pronunciation and 

tones in the very beginning of the text as an introduction. It is done in a theoretical 

manner and not integrated into the text holistically. Progressive Chinese by Dr. A.G.T. 

Chen (U. Wisconsin) is the best textbook I have found, but it is not published. 

o The major challenge for me to teach speaking and tones are I don't speak “er” and don't 

use "neutral tones " as much as those northern mainlanders do. The differences of my 

speaking and the textbook recordings might confuse the students if I don't explain in 

advance. The second challenge is the tone changes and its rules, including the change of 

the third tone (tone sandhi) and the tone changes of 一(yi) and 不(bu).The third 

challenge is to help the students speak the correct tones. 

o I don't experience any particular challenges now since I have taught enough students to 

experience all kinds of scenario. 

 

 

 When asked whether they teach tone sandhi to students, nine out of ten participating 

instructors responded yes, and one indicated that “It is up to students’ level and contents”. In 

terms of instructors’ teaching approach, instructors’ responses in Table 11 indicated that they 

tend to adopt a traditional Grammar-Translation Method. 
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Table 10 Tone Sandhi Teaching in University Classrooms 

Questions                                   Answers 

D
o
 y

o
u

 t
ea

ch
 t

o
n

e 
sa

n
d

h
i?

 

o Yes, because the phenomenon is prevalent in the Chinese language. 

o Yes. It is an important part of the Chinese language features, so I introduce this 

feature in level 1 and keep on emphasizing for the rest of the levels.  

o Yes, some students like to learn about these patterns. 

o Yes. The students need to know the rules so they can pronounce the words properly 

especially when they learn the vocab from reading the vocab list in the textbook. 

o Yes, it is a part of the Chinese phonetics for beginners. 

o Yes, it is part of the first year Chinese curriculum when teaching pronunciation and 

Pinyin.  

o Yes! After introducing and becoming very comfortable with the tones, sandhi is 

introduced, usually in the second month of class (meeting 50 minutes/5 days per 

week). 

o Yes, it's usually in the textbook too. It's necessary for the students to know the tone 

sandhi. Otherwise, they'll be confused when getting involved in a real Chinese 

conversation. 

o It is up to students’ level and contents. 

o Yes. It was one of the first things they learned about Chinese. Tone sandhi was 

taught to them as a way to better understand pinyin and tones in Chinese. 

 

H
o
w

 d
o
 y

o
u

 t
ea

ch
 i

t?
 

o Explicit instruction with examples and consciousness raising activities  

o Explain to them what it is. Give them examples and dictation exercises.  

o First, I will explain the rules, and then use a list of vocab with tone sandhi to 

practice, such as Zǒngtǒng (president), Xiǎojiě (miss) etc. 

o When a student asks a question related to tone sandhi, it is a good point to start a 

mini lesson. If not, I will ask the students to listen to two syllables with tone sandhi 

and the two syllables read separately. 

o Identifying the pattern combination. 

o Making a clear PowerPoint and emphasizing the rules in class. Doing more 

exercises for the students to memorize the tone sandhi roles and including questions 

about the tone sandhi in the quizzes and tests. 

o Once students are very comfortable with tones, having learned phrases with eg.不

是, introduce 不好 and explain tone sandhi of 不. Shortly later, with 很好, explain 

3-rd tone sandhi, and finally when teaching measure words, 一. 

o Tell the rule of tone sandhi. sandhi only when read but write. 
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 The instructors’ tended to offer “explicit instruction”, “explain the rules”, “explain to 

them what it is”, “tell the rule of tone sandhi”, or “Making a clear PowerPoint and emphasizing 

the rules” followed by activities such as “more exercises” or “use a list of vocab with tone sandhi 

to practice”, which are all line with principle characteristics of the Grammar-Translation Method.  

Some principal characteristics of this language learning method are i) It approaches the language 

learning first through detailed analysis of traditional grammar rules followed with tasks where 

learners apply the grammar rule knowledge. ii) Grammar is learned in a deductive fashion- that 

is, grammar rule introduction before practice. iii) Medium of instruction is learners’ native 

language. (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). In short, this method focuses on introduction of 

traditional grammar rules to learners, and the participating instructors’ approach for tone sandhi 

teaching in university classes are in line with the Grammar Translation Method. 

 Instructors also conveyed their perception of whether the acquisition of tone sandhi 

influences comprehensibility and accentedness of Chinese learners. Most instructors, seven out 

of ten, believed that the acquisition of tone sandhi would affect learners’ comprehensibility and 

accentedness. Instructors stated that “How well learners acquire Tone 3 sandhi would seriously 

affect their speaking comprehensibility”, and “If learners cannot produce tone sandhi correctly, 

their foreign accent would be considered pretty heavy.” While three of them were not sure in that 

they stated that “…Haven't thought about this but assuming again it would increase 

accentedness…” 

In sum, language instructors shared their challenges regarding tonal teaching covering a 

wide range of aspects including tonal production and perception, tone sandhi as well as the 

availability of effective tone teaching materials. Nine out of ten instructors confirmed that they 
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included tone sandhi teaching in their classroom teaching; however, the method employed seems 

to be a traditional rule-based Grammar-Translation Method.  

 

 4.2.2 Learner Survey Responses 

 Learners were asked to share about their Chinese learning challenges in the survey, and 

selected responses are provided in Table 12 below (see Appendix 9 for the full list of responses). 

Due to the large number of the student learners, the responses were analysed in NVivo 1216. 

Difficulties shared by learners were labelled with codes that can easily reveal the nature of 

learning difficulties. For instance, when a learner stated that “Listening is the hardest part. Also 

there are so many words to know in Chinese.”, two difficulties were coded- that is, listening and 

vocabulary. At the end, a total of 15 learning difficulties were identified. The top five difficulties 

were the learning of Chinese characters (code counts: N = 20), the lack of learning environment, 

opportunities or materials (N= 17), the learning of lexical tones (N = 16), speaking (N = 16), and 

vocabulary learning (N= 14). No student has explicitly expressed their learning challenges due to 

tone sandhi.  

 

Table 11 Learners’ Learning Challenges 

 Learning 

Challenges 

Counts Sample Learners’ Responses  

1.  Chinese characters N= 20 Definitely memorizing how to write Chinese 

characters. 

2.  Learning 

environment, 

opportunities and 

materials 

N= 17 especially during pandemic… Online courses are 

seemingly inadequate for language learning. 

 
16 NVivo is a software for analysing qualitative data by QSR International Pty Ltd.  
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3.  Lexical tones N= 16 Tone is probably the hardest part of my Chinese 

language learning. 

4.  Speaking N= 16 Speaking skills, hard to practice when living in 

English-spoken environment 

5.  Vocabulary 

learning 

N= 14 learning lots of new vocab 

6.  Chinese variety N= 8 I also think that the idiomatic expressions are 

sometimes hard to understand. 

7.  Language 

retainment 

N= 8 Since I'm older, it's harder to retain the language 

8.  Writing N= 6 since I'm in the university I can't really write 

essays in Chinese. 

9.  Grammar N= 4 Grammar is difficult for me due to the difference 

in appropriate syntax. 

10.  Listening N= 4 Listening is the hardest part. 

11.  Reading N= 3 Learning to read 

12.  Cantonese 

background 

N= 1 Reading aloud is a challenging aspect of Chinese 

for me because I tend to read Chinese characters 

in Cantonese 

13.  Culture differences N= 1 Cultural differences 

14.  Learning anxiety N= 1 In the past, I was always very shy to speak with 

my native speaker friends. Possibly in fear of 

judgement as well as insecurity with my 

knowledge 

15.  Learning skills N= 1 lack of Chinese learning equipment and good 

learning skills. 

 

 

In sum, speaking and tonal production were identified to be the top five challenges 

identified by learners. However, none of the 67 students have explicitly mentioned about tone 

sandhi learning being a learning challenge even though almost all language instructors confirmed 

that they taught tone sandhi in class. It is likely that learners were not fully aware of tone sandhi 

processes regardless of class learning. In the next chapter, the above findings will be discussed, 
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and explanations for the patterns will be offered. The discussion will be presented in the order of 

the research questions. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION 

 

The discussion section is organized in the order of the research questions presented. I will 

first discuss T3 sandhi in relation to comprehensibility and accentedness (research question one). 

I will then discuss L3 acquisition of T3 sandhi with a focus on transfer of foot structure (research 

question two). Finally, I will turn to discuss the acquisition of the phonological feature-T3 sandhi 

process by heritage learners (research question three).  

 

5.1 T3 Sandhi in Relation to Comprehensibility and Accentedness 

Learners were hypothesized to perform differently on sandhi words compared to non-

sandhi words since sandhi words require learners to acquire and accurately apply tonal changes 

while non-sandhi words do not require extra phonological processing. T3 sandhi rules need to be 

learned as well as Mandarin lexical tones, thus, they should pose additional difficulties for 

learners to produce. The results revealed that no significant differences were found between 

sandhi and non-sandhi words’ comprehensibility (p= .335 > .05) or accentedness, 

(p= .456 > .05). Thus, my initial hypothesis was not confirmed. Furthermore, the learners were 

quite comprehensible overall, with a light foreign accent, considering the average 

comprehensibility score is 2.09 (on a scale of one to nine with 1 being extremely comprehensible 

and 9 being not comprehensible at all), and the average accentedness score is 2.87 out of 9 

(accentedness scale: 1= no accented at all, 9= extremely accented).  To summarize: (1) both 

sandhi and non-sandhi words could be easily understood and with light foreign accent by native 

speakers of Chinese, and (2) sandhi words were not less comprehensible or produced with a 

stronger accent as hypothesized.  
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There are two possible explanations for the lack of significant difference between sandhi 

versus non-sandhi words performance. Perhaps T3 sandhi performance does not influence 

comprehensibility and accentedness to begin with. However, this explanation is unlikely as it is 

evidenced in the literature that suprasegmental features (e.g., stress, T3 sandhi) influences 

comprehensibility and accentedness (Saito, Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2017). I will elaborate on this 

in the following section. Let us consider another possible explanation. Maybe T3 sandhi 

influences Mandarin comprehensibility and accentedness, but many of the learners have already 

acquired T3 sandhi. If learners have successfully acquired and applied T3 sandhi process in 

production, then tone sandhi words would no longer pose more difficulty for learners compared 

to non-sandhi words. Thus, T3 sandhi would no longer be a potential factor that causes 

comprehensibility performance differences between the two types of words.  

First, let’s consider whether it is possible that T3 sandhi, a prosodic feature, does not 

influence comprehensibility and accentedness (the first possible explanation). If this is true, it 

contradicts with the previous research findings that prosodic features influence comprehensibility 

and accentedness (Saito, Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2017). Suprasegmental features, such as pitch, 

word stress, speech rate, have an effect on comprehensibility and accentedness (Kang 2010; 

Warren, Elgort & Crebbe, 2009). Furthermore, the close connection between tone sandhi 

performance and comprehensibility and accentedness can be inferred by the comments from the 

participating Chinese instructors. For instance, one of the Chinese instructors conveyed that 

“How well learners acquire Tone 3 sandhi would seriously affect their speaking 

comprehensibility, but it's less so in the cases of tone sandhi associated with yi ('one') and bu 

('not')” and “If learners cannot produce tone sandhi correctly, their foreign accent would be 

considered pretty heavy”. This point of view is also supported in empirical studies, for example, 
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Jin (2019) studied tone sandhi production by English-speaking learners and claims that learners 

who have not completely acquired the tone sandhi processes demonstrate perceivable foreign 

accent. Yang (2016) argued that “prosodic deviations contributed even more to the foreign 

accent perception in a tone language [like Mandarin] than in a non-tone language, such as 

English” (p. 138). Therefore, T3 sandhi, as a suprasegmental prosodic feature of Mandarin, 

should be expected to influence both comprehensibility and accentedness.  

Now, let me turn to discuss the possibility of the second explanation. The fact that the 

participating learners were assessed as highly comprehensible and lightly accented seems to 

suggest that these learners have a good knowledge of the T3 sandhi process. Following this 

explanation, no significant differences can be found between sandhi and non-sandhi words due to 

“ceiling effects”; i.e., learners were performing very well on words regardless whether the 

application of T3 sandhi was required (sandhi words) or not (non-sandhi words).  

Among the eligible learners of Chinese (who passed the screening test, N=67), 75% of 

the learners (N=50) were self-rated as non-beginner learners. In addition, none of the learners 

reported tone sandhi as one of their learning challenges in the survey responses. Given that 

almost all instructors of Chinese we surveyed (except for one) claimed that they have explicitly 

taught tone sandhi in class, and this is in line with Yang and Jin (2018)’s report that 86% of the 

instructors taught T3 sandhi in class when surveying instructors in higher education in the USA, 

it seems likely that beginning learners show difficulty with sandhi in the classroom. Thus, it 

could be possible that the participating learners have already acquired the T3 sandhi process. 

Below is an example of T3 sandhi word produced by a participating learner, and as shown in 

Figure 16 the learner successfully applied the tonal change required for the word “thumb”, from 

T3T3 (i.e., two dipping tones) to T2T3 (i.e., a rising tone followed by a dipping tone). 
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Figure 15 The Spectrograms of the Word 拇指 “thumb” (A Sandhi Word) 

 

 

/mu2 tʂʅ3/ produced by Learner #86 

 

 

 

/mu2 tʂʅ3/ produced by a native speaker of Mandarin 

Note. The underlying tone sequence of the word is T3T3 but was 

produced as T2T3 by learners after successfully applied T3 sandhi 

process. T2 is a rising tone while T3 is a dipping and rising tone.  
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The above spectrogram in Figure 16 is for illustration purposes only. I understand that 

one cannot simply generalize from one subject’s production of a T3 sandhi word to all the 

subjects’ production. However, I have listened to all the audio recordings, and many learners do 

demonstrate the acquisition of T3 sandhi rules. The experimental recording was of learners’ self-

recorded with their personal devices during the pandemic, which resulted in the files not being of 

professional quality for Praat acoustic analyses while they were adequate for eliciting native 

raters’ perception. Thus, I recognize the inability to do Praat acoustic analyses to confirm 

learners’ acquisition of T3 sandhi as being a shortcoming of the current study. 

The possibility of learners’ acquisition of T3 sandhi process could be due to classroom 

instruction as most participating instructors stated that they have explicitly taught tone sandhi in 

their classroom teaching. The teaching method adopted by instructors was primarily Grammar-

Translation method which is a very rule-based teaching approach. For the commonly adopted 

Chinese textbook series in North America where most of the participants were recruited, 

Integrated Chinese (Volume 1-4) by Liu, Yao, Bi, Ge and Shi (2017), tone sandhi is covered in 

the introductory section of the Volume 1 when introducing the articulation of the consonants and 

vowels of Mandarin. 

It is also possible that the learners were facilitated in acquiring T3 sandhi by transferring 

their previously learned foot structure onto learning Mandarin T3 (e.g., Rothman 2015, 

Westergaard et al., 2016). Jin (2019) studied multiple tone sandhi processes in Mandarin 

produced by 53 college Mandarin learners in the U.S. and reported that T3 sandhi was the only 

sandhi process where beginner L2 learners had similar production accuracy as non-beginner L2 

learners in terms of tone sandhi production accuracy. The level of learners classified by Jin 

(2019) was based on which level Mandarin course the learners were registered in at the time of 
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data collection. Jin (2019)’s study basically revealed that somehow Chinese learners can perform 

T3 sandhi with adequate accuracy percentage, even at the beginner level. If beginner level 

learners can achieve adequate tone sandhi accuracy, this suggests that learners are more likely to 

acquire T3 sandhi process from language transfer instead of from limited classroom instruction 

and learning. Classroom instruction sometimes had limited impact on learners’ acquisition. For 

example, Pica (1985) reported a selective impact of classroom instruction in L2A from their 

study of adult Spanish speakers learning English in three conditions: classroom instruction 

exclusively, social interaction exclusively, and the combination of classroom instruction and 

social interaction. They reported that classroom instruction appeared to have little impact on 

learning grammatical morphonology of English, such as the article a, as learners in all three 

learning conditions followed a similar developmental sequence.  

The tone sandhi acquisition could be a result of transfer effects of previously learned 

language, as per the prediction of the L3 learning models (e.g., PM and LPM) reviewed in 

Chapter Three. There were three types of learners (L2ers, L3ers and heritage learners) involved 

in the current study. L2ers could have previously-learned structure fully transferred onto learning 

Chinese as an L2, as per “Full Transfer” of the FTFA model. For L3ers, learners have the 

potential of transferring their previously learned foot structure onto learning T3 sandhi in 

Mandarin due to structural similarity according to the LPM. For heritage learners, they could 

have benefitted from transfer effects of their previously learned language that is typologically 

close to Mandarin as per the TPM. Further discussion of factors influencing transfer effect from 

previous languages will be offered in the next section when discussing the second research 

question of the current study.  
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In the survey responses, instructors of Chinese conveyed that most of them believed that 

the acquisition of tone sandhi influences both comprehensibility and accentedness. Learners’ 

inability of applying tone sandhi rules would result in lower comprehensibility and thicker 

foreign accent. Instructors perceptions were in line with Saito, Trofimovich and Isaacs (2017)’s 

claim that prosodic features influences comprehensibility and accentedness.  

In conclusion, Chinese learners were not perceived differently when producing sandhi 

versus non-sandhi words in terms of comprehensibility and accentedness (Research Question 1). 

Given the evidence in the literature that T3 sandhi (as a prosodic feature) is expected to influence 

comprehensibility and accentedness, the lack of significant difference between sandhi versus 

non-sandhi words’ comprehensibility and accentedness is likely to have resulted from learners’ 

successful acquisition of T3 sandhi due to either classroom instruction and/or language transfer. 

The fact that beginner level students could produce T3 sandhi similarly to higher level students 

suggests that learners can very well benefit from language transfer in their T3 sandhi acquisition. 

Next, I will discuss research question two with evidence with regard to factors, such as previous 

language transfer, influencing the acquisition of T3 sandhi.  

 

5.2 L3A in Relation to Transfer  

The second research question was concerned with the role of transfer from previously 

learned language(s) onto learning Chinese T3 sandhi. As discussed in the previous section, the 

results indicated that it was plausible that many learners had already acquired T3 sandhi in 

Mandarin, as a result, they performed equally well on comprehensibility and accentedness of 

sandhi and non-sandhi words. The successful acquisition of T3 sandhi could be the result of 

language transfer (e.g., Rothman 2015; Westergaard et al., 2016). But we must also recognize, as 
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revealed from learners’ background survey responses, that the learners are not homogenous even 

within the subgroups of participants. Perhaps there are other factors emerging from the learners’ 

heterogeneous backgrounds that are influencing the learners’ comprehensibility and 

accentedness performance. For example, among the L2ers, some learners have an L1 with foot 

structure, and some lack foot structure. There were learners who have been studying Chinese for 

over a year and who have taken multiple courses, and there were also learners who just started to 

take their very first Chinese course. In total, ten factors (e.g., L1footness, Learning length, China 

experience) were identified based on the learners’ language learning surveys, and these factors 

were found having different explanatory power for comprehensibility and accentedness score 

variations.  

5.2.1 Foot Transfer and the LPM  

Foot structure transfer from previously learned language(s), both L1 (coded as 

L1footness) and L2 (coded as L2footness), was found to have a significant influence on 

comprehensibility and accentedness performance (both p< .05). The findings are in line with the 

LPM (Westergaard et al., 2016; Westergaard, 2019) predictions that learners’ previously learned 

foot structure could transfer onto learning Mandarin T3 sandhi (a property motivated by the 

underlying foot structure).  

The correlation results indicated that having an L1 with foot structure is correlated with 

better performance in both comprehensibility and accentedness (i.e., higher comprehensibility 

and less accented). This means L1footness facilitates Mandarin T3 sandhi learning, which is as 

expected. However, this was not the case for L2footness, as it was found that having an L2 with 

foot structure was correlated with worse performance in both comprehensibility and 

accentedness (i.e., lower comprehensibility and stronger accent). In order to have previous foot 
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structure transfer occur, the LPM (Westergaard et al., 2016; Westergaard 2019) essentially 

requires two preconditions to be met. Firstly, a learner must have acquired foot structure in their 

previous language(s) for it to get transferred onto the L3. Secondly, the parser has to successfully 

determine the structural similarity between L3 and any of the previously learned language(s) 

through parsing the language input.  

The first precondition is concerned with the existence of the foot structure in previous 

language(s), and in the case of the current study, it is concerned with foot structure in L1 (i.e., 

L1footness) and in L2 (i.e., L2footness). It is safe to assume learners have acquired the foot 

structure in their L1 grammar, but for the current population of learner participants, it is 

challenging to determine whether they had had acquired their L2 foot structure prior to this 

study. The L2 foot acquisition was not assessed by an objective test but by self-reported L2 

proficiency. Thus, the argument that L2 foot structure is being transferred seems to face more 

challenges.  A recent study by Arıbaş and Cele (2021) reported that higher proficiency of L2 

German leads to more successful L3 morphosyntactic acquisition due to positive transfer from 

L2 to L3 at the initial stage. They claimed that “L2 proficiency is a determining factor in the 

positive morphosyntactic transfer from L2 to L3” (Arıbaş and Cele, 2021 p. 19). Thus, the 

possibility of L2 transfer, at least for positive transfer effect, seems heavily rely on the 

proficiency level of the given L2. In other words, low proficiency of an L2 could lead to 

unsuccessful transfer or negative transfer effect.  

The L2 of the current group learners was primarily English (a language with foot structure), 

and language proficiency of language(s) spoken were self-rated by the participating learners on a 

scale of “beginner, intermediate, advanced and native-like”. Even though learners’ L2 had to have 

been intermediate proficiency and beyond to be considered in the current study, there is still a 
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possibility of learners mis-rating their language proficiency. If the participating learners over-rated 

their L2 proficiency, it is unlikely for their L2 foot to be successfully transferred, or to lead to 

positive transfer onto Mandarin learning. Higher L2 proficiency does not warrant learners have 

acquired the foot structure in their L2, as it is evidenced in the literature that advanced L2 English 

learners still have challenges in English lexical stress (e.g., Szpyra-Kozłowska, 2012). 

For future studies, testing for learners’ target feature knowledge (e.g., foot structure) in their 

previous language(s) is strongly recommended instead of relying on proficiency, since native or 

advanced proficiency does not mean the acquisition of a given property. Testing the target feature 

could show us a clearer picture as to whether learners could possibly benefit from a property that 

has been acquired in their previous language(s) and is also structurally similar to the target L3. 

Without testing the target feature, it is puzzling why L2footness seems to lead to worse 

performance in comprehensibility and accentedness.  

The second precondition is concerned with successful parsing in order to determine the 

structural similarity and potential transfer source. It might be easier for the parser to accurately 

determine structural similarity between L1 and L3 compared to L2 and L3 as it parses the L3 

language input and compare with their L1 grammar or L2 grammar. L1 grammar is the native 

grammar, at its final state while L2 grammar is still at its developmental stages, thus, L2 

grammar is still undergoing changes. L2 developmental grammar could trigger the parser to 

wrongly parse the structural similarity between L2 and L3, or unable to determine the structural 

relationship between L2footness and the L3, which could yield worse performance in L3 due to 

having a footed L2. This could have led to the observed finding that having an L2 with foot 

structure somehow correlated with poorer performance in both comprehensibility and 

accentedness. 
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In sum, the current study finding supports the LPM prediction, for having previously 

learned foot structure indeed has an influence on learners’ comprehensibility and accentedness. 

The finding of the L1footness and L2footness has also shed lights to the two preconditions of 

structural transfer from previously language(s). For L2 structural transfer, more considerations 

need to give to L2 proficiency and L2 developmental grammar, as these two factors could cause 

the parser’s inability to accurately determine the structural similarity between an L2 and the 

target L3.  

 

5.2.2 Exposure and Developmental Path 

Other than proficiency considerations, the consideration of exposure to the target 

language should also be brought forward in designing empirical studies pertaining to L3 transfer, 

as suggested by Puig-Mayenco and Rothman (2020). The Typological Primacy Model (TPM; 

Rothman 2010, 2015) places an importance on exposure (or “timing of acquisition” as Rothman 

2015 refers to as) as the TPM predicts transfer (again, mental representation) at the initial stages 

of acquisition (when there is limited/minimum exposure to the target language) and permits 

crosslinguistic influence (CLI) from non-typologically similar languages at post-initial stages 

(when more exposure to the target language has occurred).  Thus, exposure (or “timing of 

acquisition” as Rothman 2015 refers to as) matters in L3 studies.  

The exposure was measured in three sub-constructs in the current study, and they are 

Learning length (i.e., the total length of learning Chinese in any settings), Chinese courses (i.e., 

the number of Chinese courses taken) and China experience (i.e., the total length of a learner’s 

stay in China). All the exposure related factors were found significant in predicting L3 Chinese 

performance in terms of comprehensibility and accentedness. Furthermore, learners with longer 
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Learning length, more Chinese courses taken, and longer China experience tend to have higher 

comprehensibility and less accentedness rating. More exposure could lead to language 

acquisition (Al Zoubi, 2018), in this case, L3 developmental acquisition.  

Considering the three exposure factors were significant in predicting performance 

variables, it is possible those learners with L2 foot in the current study tend to have low exposure 

(i.e., shorter learning length, fewer number of Chinese courses taken, and/or shorter China 

experience) compared to learners without L2 foot structure. In this case, the learners’ 

performance, more particularly, the worse performance of learners with L2 foot, would be 

obscured by them having less exposure instead of seemingly due to having foot structure in their 

L2. Comparisons between learners with L2 foot versus without L2 foot confirmed that learners 

with L2 foot structure had shorter learning length (1.44 vs. 1.71, p= .03< .05). This means 

learners with L2 foot had significantly shorter learning length than learners without L2 foot in 

the current study. Therefore, the observed L2footness correlation with worse comprehensibility 

and accentedness performance could be well caused by developmental acquisition incurred by 

limited L3 exposure.  

This echoes with the point made by Mayenco and Rothman (2020) that having effects 

from L3 developmental acquisition as well as transfer effect from previously learned 

language(s), makes L3A more complicated due to the reality of having transfer effect mixed with 

developmental acquisition. In sum, the current study results support that exposure plays a role in 

L3A and recommend future L3A transfer-centered study to tease apart effects of transfer from 

that of developmental acquisition. 
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5.3 HLA in Phonological Domain  

The third research question is concerned with adult heritage learners. Adult heritage 

learners are a unique population as they learned their heritage language as their first language at 

a very young age in naturalistic settings, often home environments, and then learned their second 

language which is the majority language in their residential area. Adult heritage leaners are often 

found “re-learning” their heritage language in higher education (i.e., formal instructional setting), 

thus, their L1 becomes an L3 in Polinsky (2015)’s view.  

 

5.3.1 Heritage Advantages   

Whether heritage leaners have certain advantages over non-heritage learners (such as 

L2ers or L3ers) in acquiring their heritage language is a much-researched question. Generally, 

heritage learners are often considered to not have advantages over non-heritage learners in terms 

of morphosyntactic acquisition. For example, Kim (2021) compared Korean heritage and non-

heritage learners’ performance of two morphosyntactic features of Korean, pro-drop and wh-

movement phenomena, and reported that no significant differences were found between Korean 

heritage versus non-heritage learners in these two constructs. This echoes the literature which 

refers to the incomplete acquisition of heritage learners. Montrul (2005) argues that HLs 

evidence ‘impoverished’ morphosyntactic grammars, and do not show any advantages in the 

domain of morphosyntax over non-heritage learners. Heritage learners are not traditional L1 

speakers due to “attrition (aspects of the heritage grammar which were acquired in childhood but 

subsequently lost due to interrupted L1 input exposure) and incomplete acquisition (aspects of 

the heritage grammar do not have the chance to be acquired due to insufficient L1 input 

exposure)” (Domínguez, Hicks and Slabakova, 2019, p. 247). 
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However, heritage learners did learn their heritage language as their first language at a 

very young age, and they are often conversationally fluent (Potkowski, 2007). Their language 

experience is believed to result in certain advantages over non-heritage learners in the domain of 

phonetics and phonology (e.g., Chang, Yao, Haynes & Rhodes 2011; Polinsky 2015). However, 

even though they refer to phonetic and phonological advantages, the heritage advantages 

reported by previous studies were actually in the domain of phonetics, not phonology. For 

instance, Polinsky (2015) and Au, Knightly, Jun and Oh (2002) reported heritage advantages in 

producing voice onset time (VOT). Chang and Yao (2016) reported heritage learners having 

phonetic advantages over non-heritage learners in terms of tone contour and duration production. 

These reported advantages were associated with motoric implementation of phonetic segments in 

production, which falls into the domain of phonetics, not phonology. Phonology deals with 

mental representation of linguistic structures.  

As we shall see, the current study results argue against the heritage advantages in the 

domain of both phonetics and phonology. Let’s first consider the results from all words produced 

by learners. The factor of Learnertype (i.e., heritage learner, L2er or L3er) and HLness (i.e., 

heritage learner, Mandarin heritage learner or Cantonese heritage learner) were not found to 

significantly influence all words’ comprehensibility and accentedness (p> .05) in the multiple 

linear regression models. This suggests that heritage learners in the current study did not perform 

significantly differently from non-heritage learners (i.e., L2ers and L3ers). What’s more, 

Cantonese heritage learners were actually found worse than non-heritage learners in terms of 

accentedness (p= .003 < .05), which echoes with Polinsky (2015)’s report on global accent 

measures which indicated that some heritage learners were assessed as having non-native 

accents.  
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When looking into the two types of words tested in the current study, non-sandhi words 

and sandhi words, the significant differences among MHLs, CHLs and non-heritage learners 

were found only on sandhi words’ comprehensibility (p= .036 < .05) and accentedness (p= .034 

< .05), but not on non-sandhi words’ comprehensibility (p= .062 > .05) or accentedness 

(p= .101 > .05). Non-sandhi words do not require the implementation of sandhi rules as they are 

simply stored in learners’ mental lexicon. The underlying and surface forms of these non-sandhi 

words are identical; no phonological rules apply. The fact that no differences were found among 

the three groups on non-sandhi words’ comprehensibility and accentedness further suggests that 

heritage learners, MHLs and CHLs, do not have advantages (i.e., no significant differences 

compared to non-heritage learners) over non-heritage learners in the domain of phonetics., 

sandhi words, on the other hand, require learners to apply T3 sandhi phonological rules in order 

to generate the surface form. The fact that the three learner groups (i.e., MHLs, CHLs and non-

heritage learners) performed significantly differently on sandhi words suggests that these 

learners have difficulty applying phonological rules or processes. However, the further pair-wise 

non-parametric comparisons revealed that there were no significant differences between MHLs 

and non-HL learners, which further supports no heritage advantages in the domain of phonology. 

As discussed in the earlier section, it appears as if many of the learners had already 

acquired T3 sandhi in Mandarin due to transfer from previously learned languages(s) having foot 

structure. While heritage learners can benefit from their heritage language when acquitting T3 

sandhi in the domain of phonology, many of the non-heritage learners in the current study have 

benefited from previously learned foot structure when acquiring T3 sandhi. In this case, non-

heritage learners can perform equally well as heritage learners, thus, no heritage advantages were 

observed. Taken together, the current study results argue against that heritage learners’ phonetic 
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and phonological advantages over non-heritage learners in the acquisition of T3 sandhi because 

1) No significant differences were found between either type of heritage learners (MHLs or 

CHLs) and non-heritage learners’ comprehensibility and accentedness on non-sandhi words. 

Thus, there is no heritage phonetic advantage. 2) No significant differences were found between 

MHLs and non-heritage learners’ comprehensibility and accentedness on sandhi words. Thus, 

there is no heritage phonological advantage. As discussed, non-heritage learners can benefit from 

their previously learned foot structure while heritage learners having their heritage status. 

Furthermore, the fact that Cantonese heritage learners were significantly worse than non-heritage 

learners suggests that 3) the seeming heritage advantage was probably owing to language 

transfer from their heritage language, not the heritage status.  I will discuss the two types of 

heritage learners of Chinese in the following section.  

 

5.3.2 Cantonese HLs and Mandarin HLs 

As reviewed in Chapter Two, Cantonese differs from Mandarin in terms of foot structure: 

Cantonese has no sandhi or foot structure (Chen, 2000) while Mandarin has trochaic foot 

structure (Qu, 2013). This difference in foot structure is crucial because the target feature under 

investigation is T3 sandhi which is motivated by the underlying foot structure (Qu, 2013). The 

difference in terms of foot structure between Cantonese and Mandarin leads to different language 

transfer predictions, as per the LPM. More particularly, the LPM predicts MHLs can transfer 

foot structure from their heritage (L1) language Mandarin onto learning their L3, and the transfer 

is facilitative. However, in the case of CHLs, the LPM predicts that CHLs enjoy no transfer 

effect from their heritage language Cantonese. 
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The TPM (Rothman, 2010) would also make predictions in the case of heritage language 

acquisition, but its predictions are based on typological proximity determined by the parser.  The 

TPM would predict that heritage language, either Mandarin or Cantonese, is the source of 

transfer. In the case of Mandarin as the heritage language, Mandarin should be deemed the 

typologically closest by the parser considering the strong proximity (i.e., identical) shared by the 

heritage grammar and the target L3 grammar (Polinsky, 2015). In the case of Cantonese as the 

heritage language, as the parser goes down a “cue hierarchy” (i.e., lexicon, 

phonology/phonotactics, functional morphology, syntactic structure) and processes the language 

input, the parser is expected to determine the typological closeness between Cantonese and the 

target L3. Once the typological closeness relationship is determined by the parser, we then 

expect to see transfer from learners’ heritage language.  Even in the case of CHL learners, 

Cantonese still has a higher chance than learners’ L2 (such as English) to be parsed as 

typologically closer to L3 Mandarin due to shared properties such as lexicon. For example, bing 

“ice” is a shared lexicon between Mandarin and Cantonese. Thus, entire grammar of the heritage 

language, Mandarin or Cantonese, should be transferred onto L3 Mandarin at the initial stages as 

per the TPM predictions.  

Thus, both the LPM and the TPM would predict the source of transfer being heritage 

learners’ heritage language, either Cantonese or Mandarin. However, considering the difference 

in terms of foot structure between Mandarin and Cantonese, the LPM would further predict 

facilitative transfer from Mandarin for MHLs while CHLs’ Cantonese leads to worse 

performance in learning of L3 T3 sandhi. The TPM would not necessarily make any predictions 

in terms of learning T3 sandhi in L3 but predict a wholesale transfer of Cantonese or Mandarin 

onto learning the L3, both sandhi and non-sandhi words.  
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The current study results revealed no significant differences among MHL, CHL and non-

heritage groups in terms of non-sandhi words, but significant differences among these groups in 

terms of sandhi words. The lack of significant differences among non-sandhi words seem to 

argue against the TPM prediction, which would lead us to expect influence across the board of 

both sandhi words and non-sandhi words. The fact that the significant differences were only 

found in sandhi words performance where foot structure transfer could play a role seems to 

support the LPM predictions. Not to mention that the pair-wise comparisons revealed that CHL 

performed significantly worse than non-HL (p= .037 < .05) in terms of sandhi words’ 

comprehensibility and significantly worse than MHL (p= .038< .05) in terms of sandhi words’ 

accentedness. Regarding the results of CHLs performing worse than non-heritage, it was not 

entirely a surprise considering the fact that Cantonese does not have foot structure (i.e., no 

L1footness), and Cantonese heritage background leads to worse performance on L3 sandhi 

words. Mandarin heritage learners can benefit from their Mandarin foot structure when acquiring 

T3 sandhi. However, as discussed in previous sections, non-heritage learners can benefit from 

their previously learned foot structure and have it transferred onto the L3 learning as well. Thus, 

no performance differences were found between MHLs and non-heritage learners.  

In sum, heritage learners do not have advantages over non-heritage learners in the domain 

of phonetics or phonology. The current study supports the LPM’s predictions in the case of 

heritage language acquisition as well as third language acquisition. Furthermore, having a 

Cantonese background could lead to worse performance in Mandarin acquisition due to 

phonological divergence between Mandarin and Cantonese, such as foot structure. It is 

recommended for future studies to tease apart Mandarin heritage learners and Cantonese heritage 

learners as they should not be treated a homogenous group of Chinese heritage learners.  
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In the next chapter, I will conclude the dissertation and discuss limitations of my 

empirical study. The implications in Chinese language teaching in higher education will be 

discussed as well. Lastly, I will make recommendations for future studies in the area of 

phonological acquisition of Chinese.  
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I will first summarize the research findings of my dissertation (Section 

6.1) followed by a discussion of the theoretical implications of the findings and the significance 

of this study (Section 6.2). I will then acknowledge the limitations of my empirical study in 

Section 6.3. Lastly, I will make recommendations for future research in Section 6.4 in terms of 

both the direct extensions of the current study and some broader issues to be addressed in future 

work.  

 

6.1 Summary of Research Findings 

6.1.1 Comprehensibility and Accentedness   

The participating learners of Chinese performed significantly differently on 

comprehensibility and accentedness (p= .000 < .05), which reinforces that accentedness and 

comprehensibility are distinct theoretical constructs. Overall, the comprehensibility scores are 

quite low (M= 2.09, SD= 0.76) across all learners which means all participating learners are 

quite comprehensible on a scale of 1 being extremely comprehensible and 9 being not 

comprehensible at all. The accentedness scores are quite low (M= 2. 87, SD= 1.15) among all 

learners on a scale of 1 being no accent and 9 being extremely accented, which means all 

participating learners have a relatively light foreign accent. 

 

6.1.2 Foot Transfer in L3A  

The current study results support the LPM predictions that previously learned foot 

structure can be transferred onto learning an L3 property that is related to foot structure. The 

factors of L1footness and L2footness were found to significantly contribute to making 
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predictions in L3 comprehensibility and accentedness. The correlation results indicated that 

having an L1 with foot structure is correlated with better performance in both comprehensibility 

and accentedness (i.e., higher comprehensibility and less accented). This means L1footness 

facilitates Mandarin T3 sandhi learning, which was as hypothesized. The case that having an L2 

with foot structure was correlated with worse performance in both comprehensibility and 

accentedness (i.e., lower comprehensibility and stronger accent) was found to be caused by 

learners with an L2 foot language having less exposure to Mandarin. Out of the three exposure 

factors investigated (i.e., learning length, the number of Chinese courses taken and the length of 

their stay in China), these learners had significantly shorter learning length (1.44 vs. 1.71, 

p= .03< .05) compared to learners without L2 foot structure. Therefore, it was not the factor of 

L2footness causing the learners to have worse comprehensibility and accentedness but the less 

exposure to Mandarin that these learners had led to them poorer performance. It is important to 

check for the exposure factors in L3A studies as exposure could be tangled with transfer in the 

developmental path.  

 

6.1.3 Exposure and the Developmental Path  

Exposure factors (i.e., learning length, number of Chinese courses taken, and China 

experience) were significant variables for predicting performance in terms of comprehensibility 

(p< .05) and accentedness (p< .05). Learners with L2 foot structure in the current study tend to 

have significantly less exposure (i.e., shorter learning length) compared to learners without L2 

foot structure, which led to the worse performance by the L2foot learners. It is important to tease 

apart exposure influence versus previous language transfer effects (e.g., L2footness) in L3A 

studies, as these two distinct types of influences could be tangled together due to learners’ 
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complex language background and learning experience. This echoes Puig-Mayenco and 

Rothman (2020)’s argument that it is important to tease apart exposure-related developmental 

acquisition and the transfer effects from previous language(s) in third language acquisition 

studies.   

 

6.1.4 Heritage Language Acquisition    

The current study challenges the claim of heritage advantages found in previous studies 

(Chang, Yao, Haynes & Rhodes 2011; Polinsky 2015) in phonetics and phonology. These 

heritage learners did not have any advantages in the domain of either phonetics or phonology as 

no significant differences were found between heritage learners and non-heritage learners in 

producing either non-sandhi words (phonetic production of the stored tones) or sandhi words 

(involving the phonological application of tonal changes). Even though heritage learners are 

often conversationally fluent due to childhood language learning experience at home settings, 

they do not necessarily have any advantages in the acquisition of their heritage languages in the 

domain of phonetics or phonology.  

The results of the Cantonese learners’ worse performance in comprehensibility and 

accentedness on sandhi words, but not non-sandhi words, suggests that Cantonese heritage 

learners suffered from their Cantonese background in learning T3 sandhi. While Mandarin 

learners did not performed significantly different from non-heritage learners, Cantonese heritage 

learners were found performing worse than non-heritage learners. Since the target feature is T3 

sandhi motivated by the underlying foot structure in this study, it is likely that Cantonese 

heritage learners’ poor performance is somewhat linked to having no foot structure in their 
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heritage language Cantonese while many non-heritage learners can benefit from their previously 

learned foot structure in their background language(s), such as English.  

It is important to remember, considering the many differences between Mandarin and 

Cantonese (Tang & Cheng, 2014), that Mandarin and Cantonese heritage learners of Chinese are 

heterogenous populations. It is worth noting to consider in terms of methodological design 

whether or not grouping Mandarin heritage learners and Cantonese heritage learners together 

depending on the specific property that is to be investigated. For the investigation of prosodic 

features, such as tone sandhi, Cantonese and Mandarin heritage learners should be treated 

independently as they differ significantly in terms of the underlying foot structure considering 

Cantonese has no metrical feet while Mandarin builds trochaic feet. The differences in terms of 

the foot structure would lead to worse performance due to having a Cantonese background and 

facilitative transfer from Mandarin when heritage language is selected to be the source of transfer 

due to structural similarity as per the LPM (Westergaard et al., 2016).  
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6.2 Implications and Significance 

This study is the first to tackle L3 phonological acquisition that involves multiple 

previously learned languages with or without the structural transfer sources influencing the 

acquisition of a phonological feature in an L3. The findings of the current research can inform 

Chinese pronunciation teaching in post-secondary settings, especially in the North American 

context, as most of the participating instructors and learners in this study were from colleges and 

universities in North America. Tone and Speaking were identified as the top five challenges 

faced by learners of Chinese, as indicated in students’ surveys. Speaking and pronunciation have 

limited coverage in Chinese textbooks, compared to traditional grammar content. As argued in 

Archibald and Deng (submitted), Chinese instructors in Canadian universities face the challenge 

of having a mixed student population: heritage language learners (HLs) and non-heritage L2 

learners, and HLs exhibit high levels of anxiety in the L2 classroom (Prada & Guerrero-

Rodriguez, 2020).  Language teachers need to be aware of this HL anxiety and cannot assume 

that HLs will be ‘experts’ in their class. What’s more, language teachers need to be aware of the 

possible transfer effects from learners’ previously learned languages. They should also be aware 

of the role of exposure to the target language, as exposure can induce developmental acquisition. 

Grammar-translation method was the dominant teaching method adopted by instructors 

of Chinese. As reported by the participating learners of Chinese, lexical tones and speaking are 

among the top five challenges in learning Chinese language in post-secondary instructional 

settings. Furthermore, a majority of the participating instructors of Chinese expressed that the 

acquisition of tone sandhi influences comprehensibility and accentedness of learners. Learners 

with poorer acquisition of tone sandhi performance could be perceived with lower 

comprehensibility and heavier foreign accent.  
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This study makes novel contributions to the field of language acquisition in the following 

ways: i) The current study was the first to explore L3A of a Chinese phonological property: tone 

sandhi. ii) The study tested whether the current L3A learning models that were developed for 

and/or heavily tested in the domain of morphosyntax apply or not in phonological domain. The 

LPM was found to make adequate predictions in the phonological domain based on the 

previously learned foot structure transfer effects found on L3 Mandarin.  iii) The study further 

confirmed that comprehensibility and accentedness are two distinct constructs as learners of 

Mandarin were performing significantly different in these two constructs. iv) The study also 

provided empirical evidence to direct researchers’ attention to exposure and acquisition path 

when designing studies in L3A as effects of exposure to the target language could be mixed with 

transfer effects from previously learned languages. v)The study contributed to the understanding 

of heritage learners’ acquisition of their heritage language by examining whether they have any 

acquisitional advantages over other non-heritage language learners. As reported, heritage 

learners do not show acquisitional advantages in the domain of neither phonetics nor phonology. 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that Cantonese heritage learners did not benefit from their 

Cantonese heritage background because they were found to perform worse than second language 

learners in terms of T3 sandhi words’ comprehensibility and accentedness. This finding suggests 

Chinese heritage learners are heterogeneous when it comes to the acquisition of tone sandhi. The 

study sheds light on the future methodological design in the study of Chinese heritage learners 

that the decision of whether or not to group Cantonese heritage learners and Mandarin heritage 

learners is depending on the target property (whether being a shared structure between Mandarin 

and Cantonese).  
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6.3 Limitations of the Study 

I acknowledge four limitations of the current study. First, the present study relied on 

learners’ self-rating their language proficiency. The lack of objective assessment for students’ 

proficiency, such as using a standardized test, is not ideal concerning the validity of learners’ 

self-rated proficiency level. Secondly, the current study data were collected remotely during the 

pandemic of Covid-19. The wordlist reading tasks were recorded with participants’ personal 

audio recording devices instead of professional audio recording devices in a speech lab. The 

audio recording quality did not allow for post-hoc acoustical analyses in Praat to track pitch and 

confirm whether learners adequately performed T3 sandhi processes by changing the T3T3 

sequence to the T2T3 sequence. Thirdly, the current study checked for inter-rater reliability 

among native speakers’ ratings but did not have the resources to check for inter-coder reliability 

for the nine factors generation when coding all the learners’ language backgrounds. However, I 

am confident about coding the factors considering my extensive linguistic training and research 

experience. What’s more, frequent consultations were made with experienced linguists during 

the coding process.  

 

6.4 Future Research  

The current study calls for future research into other phonological properties of Mandarin 

Chinese, for example, the T2 sandhi process, as a direct extension of the present study. The 

present study also calls for studies in other target languages to further explore the acquisition of 

tone sandhi processes. It could inform the field with more empirical evidence in understanding 

the transfer effects from previous language(s) in acquiring a phonological property. What’s 

more, it is essential to further explore the factors identified from learners’ language learning 
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background surveys in the current study, as it argued that learners’ backgrounds can be highly 

heterogeneous and simply divide learners into large participants groups (e.g., L2ers or L3ers) 

might not fully capture learners’ individual differences. For example, exposure-related factors 

(e.g., learning length, number of courses taken, and experience of stay in an environment where 

the target language is primarily spoken) are crucial to tease apart developmental acquisition from 

transfer effects of previous language(s).  

As pointed out by Cabrelli (2013) that L3 phonological acquisition is understudied in 

theoretical and empirical aspects, so it is crucial to continue conducting empirical studies in the 

domain of phonological acquisition. The current research would like to extend this call for future 

research to study other phonological features in less-studied languages, such as Sino-Tibetan 

languages. The field can benefit from these prospective studies to examine whether the current 

morphosyntax-based L3 learning models can adequately predict the source of transfer in 

phonological acquisition. Moreover, in terms of L3A methodological design, I recommend that 

future studies incorporate objective assessment for Ln proficiency and target features other than 

having learners self-rate their language proficiency and frequency of language usage. For 

example, for the study of L3 prosody acquisition, it is meaningful for studies to assess previously 

learned prosodic feature acquisition to make sure learners have fully acquired the target feature 

in their previous languages to have the potential to have a proper-by-property transfer onto 

learning a new language.  

Lastly, I call for further studies on Cantonese and Mandarin heritage learners’ acquisition 

of phonological features as the two languages have considerable differences in terms of prosody. 

More studies on these two distinct heritage learners of Chinese could inform language teaching 

practitioners on language teaching and programming.  
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix 1. Learners’ Survey 

 

 

1. Name _____________________ Age ____________ Gender ___________  

2. Teaching Institution _________________________________  

3. First language ___________________  

4. Additional language(s) spoken, speaking proficiency (beginner/intermediate/advanced/native-

like), frequency of usage (never, rarely, occasionally, frequently, all the time)?  

a. Language ___________ Speaking proficiency __________ Frequency of usage____________ 

b. Language ___________ Speaking proficiency __________ Frequency of usage____________ 

c. Language ___________ Speaking proficiency __________ Frequency of usage____________ 

d. Language ___________ Speaking proficiency __________ Frequency of usage____________ 
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5. Highest Education level ___________  

a. Doctoral  

b. Master’s  

c. Bachelor’s  

d. High School  

 

6. Parents’ First Language(s): mother _______________________________________  

                                                father ________________________________________ 

 

7. How would you rate your Chinese proficiency in terms of your speaking ability? 

____________  

(1. Beginner 2. Intermediate 3. Advanced 4. Native-like) 

 

8. How long have you been studying Chinese? __________________  

 

 

9. Could you please share your Chinese language learning experience in formal instructional 

settings? (e.g., Chinese language course taken)  
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10. What efforts have you made on your Chinese language learning outside of classroom, if any?  

 

 

11. How often do you speak Chinese outside of classroom? _________________  

 (1. Never 2. Rarely 3. Occasionally 4. Frequently 5. All the time) 

 

 

12. Have you ever been to China? ____________ What is the total duration that you have spent 

staying in China? ____________ (Please add up the total time duration, if multiple trips)  

 

13. Could you please share the reason why you are currently learning Chinese language? What is 

your motivation?  

 

 

14. What is the most challenging part of your Chinese language learning?  
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Appendix 2. Instructors’ Survey 

 

 

1. Name _____________________ Age ____________ Gender ___________  

2. Teaching Institution _________________________________  

3. First language ___________________  

4. Additional language(s) spoken, speaking proficiency (beginner/intermediate/advanced/native-

like), frequency of usage (never, rarely, occasionally, frequently, all the time)?  

a. Language ___________ Speaking proficiency __________ Frequency of usage____________ 

b. Language ___________ Speaking proficiency __________ Frequency of usage____________ 

c. Language ___________ Speaking proficiency __________ Frequency of usage____________ 

d. Language ___________ Speaking proficiency __________ Frequency of usage____________ 

 

5. Highest Education level ___________  

a. Doctoral  

b. Master’s  
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c. Bachelor’s  

d. High School  

6. Parents’ First Language(s): mother _______________________________________  

                                                father ________________________________________ 

7. How many years of Chinese language teaching experience do you have? ___________  

In particular, how experienced are you in teaching Chinese speaking courses?  

 

 

8. Could you please describe your formal training related to Chinese language teaching?  

 

9. Would you mind sharing what challenges you have encountered in teaching Chinese 

language? More particularly, please share challenges related to teaching speaking and tones.  

 

10. “Have you taught Chinese tone sandhi to your students? Why or why not?”  

 

11. If you have taught tone sandhi, briefly describe how you taught it.  
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12. How do you think students’ acquisition of tone sandhi affects their speaking 

comprehensibility? (Note, comprehensibility refers to how easily can a non-native speaker be 

understood by listeners)  

 

 

 

13. How do you think students’ acquisition of tone sandhi affects their speaking accentedness? 

(Note, accentedness refers to how heavy a non-native speakers’ foreign accent)  

 

 

 

14. What is the profile of your students in your Chinese classes in terms of language 

backgrounds?  

 

 

15. How do you go about teaching students with a diverse language background? Do you find it 

challenging?  
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Appendix 3. Native Raters’ Survey  

 

 

 

1. Age 

2. Gender 

3. Institution of Registration 

4. Email: 

5. Are you an undergraduate student? 

6. Is Mandarin your first language? 

7. Detailed information on First language 

a) Where in China are you from? (City, Province) 

b) What Chinese dialect do you speak at home? 

c) What is your mother’s first language? 

d) What is your father’s first language?  

8. Additional language (s) spoken, speaking proficiency, and frequency of usage  

 

 

 

 

9. Have you taken a standard Chinese (Putonghua) speaking test? 

 

10. What was the test results of your most recent standard Chinese speaking test? 

 

11. Have you taught Chinese as a foreign language to others? If so, could you please  

share what challenges you have encountered when teaching tones? 

Additional language(s)  Speaking Proficiency Frequency of Usage 
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Appendix 4. The Screening Wordlist 

 

 

   
Pinyin Tone Character English gloss 

xīn 1 新 new 

chē 1 车 car 

zhī 1 汁 juice 

méi 2 煤 coal 

yán 2 言 speech, words 

cháng 2 长 long 

huǎng 3 谎 lie 

jiǎn 3 剪 cut 

mǔ 3 母 female 

suì 4 碎 broken 

liào 4 料 material 

nài 4 耐 to bear 
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Appendix 5. The Experimental Wordlist 

 

 

 

pinyin tones sandhiness characters English gloss 

raw 

frequency 

mutual 

score 

zhǎn lǎn 3+3 Yes 
展览 

exhibit 154 10.7 

jiǎn tǎo 3+3 Yes 
检讨 

self-criticism 229 9.3 

kǔ nǎo 3+3 Yes 
苦恼 

worried 416 8.7 

mǔ zhǐ 3+3 Yes 
拇指 

thumb 194 10.4 

bǎo xiǎn  3+3 Yes 
保险 

insurance 282 8.3 

yǒng yuǎn  3+3 Yes 
永远 

forever 2453 9.7 

yǐng xiǎng 3+3 Yes 
影响 

influence 1140 8.4 

mǎ yǐ 3+3 Yes 
蚂蚁  

ant 220 15.2 

měi hǎo 3+3 Yes 
美好 

beautiful 674 4.1 

lǐ xiǎng  3+3 Yes 
理想 

dream 772 3.8 

lǐng dǎo  3+3 Yes 
领导 

leader 3140 10.4 

suǒ yǐ  3+3 Yes 
所以 

therefore 6118 6.7 
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zǔ zhǎng 3+3 Yes 
组长 

group leader 224 5.1 

xǐ zǎo  3+3 Yes 
洗澡 

take a shower 341 11 

xiǎng fǎ  3+3 Yes 
想法 

thought(s) 1020 4.4 

dǎo yǎn  3+3 Yes 
导演 

director 422 8.2 

wǔ dǎo  3+3 Yes 
舞蹈 

dancing 164 11.6 

gǎn kǎi  3+3 Yes 
感慨 

sigh with 

emotions 314 8.5 

yě xǔ  3+3 Yes 
也许 

maybe 4349 5.8 

jiǎn shǎo 3+3 Yes 
减少 

decrease 217 7.7 

běi fāng 3+1 No 
北方 

the north 429 5.3 

zhǎn xīn 3+1 No 
崭新 

brand-new 244 10 

lǎo shī 3+1 No 
老师 

teacher 5535 6.8 

zǔ zhī 3+1 No 
组织 

organize 1253 12 

kǎ chē 3+1 No 
卡车 

truck 213 6.8 

bǐng gān 3+1 No 
饼干 

cookie 102 6.5 

jiǎn dān 3+1 No 
简单 

simple 1386 9.5 
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yǔ máo 3+2 No 
羽毛 

feature 161 10.2 

dǔ bó 3+2 No 
赌博 

gamble 102 10.3 

bǔ cháng 3+2 No 
补偿 

compensate 101 11 

cǎo méi 3+2 No 
草莓 

strawberry 132 11.3 

lǐ yí 3+2 No 
礼仪 

etiquette 123 8.7 

huǎng yán 3+2 No 
谎言 

lie 105 8.4 

yě mán 3+2 No 
野蛮 

barbaric 122 9.7 

kǎo shì 3+4 No 
考试 

examination 506 9.1 

yǎn kuàng 3+4 No 
眼眶 

eye socket 276 8.4 

fěn suì 3+4 No 
粉碎 

to shatter 265 10 

yǐn liào 3+4 No 
饮料 

soft drink 182 9.8 

kě wàng 3+4 No 
渴望 

desire 706 9.3 

rěn nài 3+4 No 
忍耐 

to tolerate 276 9.3 
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Appendix 6. Reading Tasks Instructions 

 

Please read and record the Chinese words in Task One & Two. Words are in "pinyin" form. 

Task One. Please use audio recorder on your mobile phone or personal computer to record 

yourself reading the following Chinese words in the numbered order. Please read them at your 

normal speech rate and volume, repeat each word two times. When you finish, simply save the 

audio file. 用正常语速和音量，按照顺序读下列12个汉语词，每个词重复两遍，麻烦用手

机或者电脑录音，并保存录音。 

 

 

Task Two. Please use audio recorder on your mobile phone or personal computer to record 

yourself reading the following Chinese words in the numbered order. Please read them at your 

normal speech rate and volume, repeat each word two times. When you finish, simply save the 

audio files. 用正常语速和音量，按照顺序读下列40个汉语词，每个词重复两遍，麻烦用手

机或者电脑录音，并保存录音。 
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Appendix 7. Acceptability, Comprehensibility and Accentedness Rating Task Instruction 

 

 

I. Screening rating task: You will be asked to rate a number of Chinese words read by non-

native speakers. Please judge whether these Chinese learners can adequately produce 

Chinese tones with various syllable structures. If you deem their tone production is 

adequate, please rate “Adequate”. Otherwise, rate “Not adequate”. Take the word “huáng” 

(meaning yellow) as an example, if a learner can produce the word“huang” with a rising 

tone, their tone production should be considered as “adequate”; otherwise, their production 

should be rated as “Not adequate”. It is expected that learners’ production differs from the 

native speakers’ production, and please note the focus of this rating task is their tone 

production 

 

II. Comprehensibility rating task: Comprehensibility refers to how easily the non-native 

utterance can be understood. You will listen to each speech sample and determine how 

easily you can understand that sample by rating each sample using the scale below. If the 

Chinese word is extremely easy to understand, you can rate it as 1 in terms of 

comprehensibility; if the Chinese words is extremely difficult to understand, you rate as 9 

in terms of comprehensibility. Refer to the rating scale below when rating each recording. 

Comprehensibility Scale: how easily can the utterance be understood? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Extremely easy to understand                                 Extremely difficult to understand 
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III. Accentedness rating task:  Accentedness refers to how heavy the foreign accent is. Please 

listen to a number of Chinese words. You will be asked to provide an accentedness rating 

score for each word. Assign the rating score according to your perception of the degree of 

the foreign accent (i.e., the degree to which the foreign accent differs from the native-like 

production). Refer to the rating scale below when rating each recording.  

Accentedness Scale: How strong the foreign accent is? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

No accent                                                                             Extremely strong accent 
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Appendix 8. Chinese Learner Language Background Information 

 

 

 

Partici

pant # 

Learner type L1 Additional 

Language 

spoken 

(other than 

Mandarin) 

Having 

previous foot 

knowledge? 

Self-rated 

Chinese 

speaking 

proficiency 

1 incomplete  - - - - 

2 L2er English - Yes advanced 

3 L2er English - Yes intermediate 

4 L3er Japanese English 

Korean 

Yes intermediate 

5 L2er English - Yes advanced 

6 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

7 L3er Spanish English 

Portuguese  

Yes beginner 

8 MHL Mandarin French 

English 

Yes native-like 

9 L3er Korean English 

French 

Yes intermediate 

10 L3er Korean English 

French 

Yes beginner 

11 L3er French English Yes intermediate 

12 L3er Mandarin French 

English 

Yes advanced 

13 L3er Mandarin English Yes native-like 

14 L3er Italian English Yes advanced 

15 L3er German English Yes beginner 

16 L2er English - Yes intermediate 

17 CHL Cantonese English Yes beginner 

18 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

19 MHL Mandarin English Yes intermediate 

20 CHL Cantonese English Yes native-like 

21 CHL Cantonese English Yes advanced 

22 MHL Mandarin English Yes advanced 

23 incomplete  - - - - 

24 CHL Cantonese English Yes advanced 
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25 MHL Mandarin English Yes intermediate 

26 incomplete - - - - 

27 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

28 CHL Cantonese English Yes advanced 

29 L2er Korean - No advanced 

30 incomplete - - - - 

31 CHL Cantonese English Yes advanced 

32 L2er Korean - No advanced 

33 L3er Vietnamese English Yes intermediate 

34 MHL Mandarin English Yes advanced 

35 L3er French English Yes intermediate 

36 L3er Russian Belarusian 

English 

Yes advanced 

37 CHL Cantonese English Yes beginner 

38 L3er English French Yes beginner 

39 L2er English - Yes advanced 

40 L3er French English Yes advanced 

41 L3er Japanese English Yes beginner 

42 L3er Nepali English Yes beginner 

43 L2er Vietnamese - No  advanced 

44 L3er Punjabi Urdu No beginner 

45 L3er English Swahili Yes advanced 

46 L2er Indonesian - No advanced 

47 L2er Thai - No intermediate 

48 L3er French English Yes advanced 

49 L2er Khmer - No intermediate 

50 L2er Vietnamese - No advanced 

51 L2er Vietnamese - No advanced 

52 L3er Swahili English Yes intermediate 

53 CHL Cantonese Indonesian Yes native-like 

54 incomplete - - - - 

55 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

56 L3er Vietnamese English Yes beginner 

57 L2er Vietnamese - No beginner 

58 L3er Vietnamese English Yes intermediate 

59 L3er Vietnamese English Yes advanced 

60 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

61 MHL Mandarin English Yes advanced 

62 L2er English - Yes beginner 
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63 L3er English Filipino Yes intermediate 

64 L3er Korean English Yes beginner 

65 L2er English - Yes beginner 

66 L3er Vietnamese English Yes beginner 

67 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

68 L2er English - Yes beginner 

69 L3er Vietnamese English Yes beginner 

70 L3er Indonesian English Yes intermediate 

71 L3er Vietnamese English Yes beginner 

72 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

73 L3er French English 

Spanish 

Yes beginner 

74 L3er French English 

Spanish 

Yes beginner 

75 L2er French - No beginner 

76 L3er English French Yes beginner 

77 L2er English - Yes beginner 

78 L2er English - Yes  intermediate 

79 MHL Mandarin English Yes native-like 

80 CHL Cantonese English Yes beginner 

81 L3er English Mongolian Yes advanced 

82 L2er English - Yes intermediate 

83 L3er Japanese English Yes advanced 

84 L3er French English Yes beginner 

85 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

86 MHL Mandarin English Yes native-like 

87 MHL Mandarin English Yes beginner 

88 L3er Japanese English 

Korean 

Yes intermediate 

89 CHL Cantonese English Yes intermediate 

90 L2er Korean - No advanced 

91 L2er English - Yes advanced 
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Appendix 9. Learners’ Learning Challenges (learners’ survey responses) 

 

o The most challenging part for me is making sure I don't forget my language abilities, 

which is why I try to at least watch a Chinese TV show to keep hearing Mandarin spoken 

at least. 

o In the past, I was always very shy to speak with my native speaker friends. Possibly in 

fear of judgement as well as insecurity with my knowledge. The Chinese language tones 

are also difficult to become completely familiar with. Concerning which tone goes with 

which words/characters as well as what phrases should sound like with different 

combinations of tones. 

o Learning tones. 

o writing characters; learning lots of new vocab 

o To keep a certain level, since I'm in the university I can't really write essays in Chinese. 

o Listening is the hardest part. Also there are so many words to know in Chinese. 

o Definitely memorizing how to write Chinese characters. 

o Keeping up with my practice 

o I think that writing is still an issue for me. Simple characters are fine, but if all of a 

sudden, I am asked to write a sentence down, or to express an idea, I am not able to 

spontaneously retrieve the way to write all the characters I have in mind and want to 

express. This is why, I often directly write the pinyin if I am in a rush, or do not have an 

supporting device (phone/keyboard) with me. I also think that the idiomatic expressions 

are sometimes hard to understand. 

o I was born in a small village in Belgium, there is no Chinese school in my town, there are 

nearly no Chinese people in that town. So like everyday, after my mum finished her work, 

she used about one hours teaching the Chinese course. In that time，it is really difficult to 

find a Chinese book , so every time she went to China and bring some Chinese exercises 

books back in Belgium. 

o Tones in long, quick-spoken sentences; writing 

o Chinese is my first tonal language. I find speaking and listening are more difficult than 

reading and writing. That is perhaps because I am more of a visual learner and I learn 

better when I can see the material being taught. As well, I find myself having a problem 

with putting too much emphasis on tones when speaking Chinese and so I come across as 

very robotic and unnatural-sounding. Fluency is what I really need to work on. 

o Memorizing characters and their pinyin pronunciation. 

o Naturally finding myself in Mandarin-speaking environments when I'm "out in society” is 

unfortunately not very common. 

o Not having a script to casually practice. A lot of times I blank out and don't know what I 

should be saying. I only speak in mandarin (non-native Chinese language) when I NEED 

to (e.g. at work or helping other people). Not knowing the vocabulary to engage in convos 

that are deeper - e.g. about social issues, mental health challenges, etc. 
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o Reading aloud is a challenging aspect of Chinese for me because I tend to read Chinese 

characters in Cantonese. Hence, my mind unnecessarily processes from English to 

Cantonese to Mandarin before words come out of my mouth. 

o Learning new vocabulary and writing well. 

o Slang. A part that is not taught in schools and needs immediate translation to interpret its 

definition and acknowledge that it is considered slang. 

o Memorizing the various characters and grammars. 

o Since I'm older, it's harder to retain the language and I live with my brother, who I speak 

English with, so I don't get to practice Chinese on an everyday, consistent level. It's also 

discouraging to face the fact that I was once fluent in Chinese, but I simply lost my 

fluency and ability to speak the language as I grew older. 

o The reading and writing 

o 多音多意的单词太多，也有很多意义相似却用法不同的单词。所以不知道什么时候

该用什么样的单词。 

o Speaking skills, hard to practice when living in English-spoken environment, especially 

during pandemic, with limited social interaction. Online courses are seemingly inadequate 

for language learning. 

o Advancing my literary abilities is by far the most exhausting aspect of my complete 

language learning process. Increasing my ability to read, write and recognize characters is 

often quite unmotivating, especially when my ability to speak and comprehend is so far 

ahead of my literary abilities. 

o It has always been the understanding of words form slang Chinese or from old Chinese. 

Also, I do not understand traditional writing. Those things limit the consumption of 

Chinese-language media I can take on. 

o tones and synonyms 

o I find the pronunciations and grammar to be the most difficult. Pronunciations due to the 

tones. However, one our professors has encouraged we learn pronunciations via word 

groupings and replicating native speakers rather than learning solely through 

o tones. Grammar is difficult for me due to the difference in appropriate syntax. 

o Chengyu, Cultural differences, Various Chinese accents and dialects 

o dictation of pinyin 

o The biggest challenge when it comes to studying the Chinese language in my opinion has 

to be the variety of characters. Although the concept of radicals somehow does keep the 

difficulty from skyrocketing, the variety of characters which have different meanings and 

the confusion added to it by the presence or absence of the tones all work together in 

making Chinese the most challenging language in the world for all new learners. 

o 记汉字。汉语有很多相似的汉字，对我来说，写出来的时候很容易混淆。 

o To learn characters and reasoning part 

o 专业科目的一些词看不懂 

o 记住汉字 
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o 写汉字 

o 没有语言环境 

o 没有语言环境 

o Challenges are firstly, lack of Chinese learning equipment and good learning skills. 

Secondly COVID 19 disease leads to lack of exposure to Chinese language from Chinese 

people due to borders closet. Lastly facing some difficulties in cope up with Chinese 

characters at first. 

o 如今我是天津师范大学汉语国际教育专业的一名硕士生，因此专业课比较多。这其

中我发现自己对专业的汉语知识还远远不够，因此需要补很多这方面的知识，可是

很多术语并不了解，导致我有点吃不消。 

o I still have difficulties writing in the correct stroke order for characters. It has 

o been a while since I have used Chinese, so I may have difficulties pronouncing 

vocabulary too. 

o Vocabulary is diversify and complicated. For example, A vocabulary has ONE meaning 

in English or Vietnamese but they have MANY vocabularies in Chinese. For example: 

English: KNOW; Chinese: 知道，認識，通，懂得，曉得 

o Writing. It is so difficult to remember how to write 

o Writing is the most difficult part because the characters are too complicated to remember. 

o 写作比较困难，目前经常在电脑打字偶尔也会忘记 

o Learning to read as well as write Chinese characters. 

o grammar structures 

o Memorizing characters and pronunciation have been challenging. 

o Memorizing the different pronunciation tones 

o The tone is very important in Asian languages, and Mandarin have many words that 

sounds alike. I even often mess up my Vietnamese due to speaking English more 

frequently with my friends. Mandarin is my third language, which means the tone and the 

pronunciation is extremely challenging. 

o So far the hardest part of learning Chinese is the tone system. It's something I have never 

really experienced and found it increasingly difficult to comprehend and reciprocate. 

Another part I find a bit challenging is the writing aspect with a pencil as some characters 

are very confusing and contain a lot of slopes. 

o Writting and reading 

o Sound differentiation in speaking and listening. Also with tones when speaking. 

o vocabulary, pronunciation are the most difficult aspects of Chinese language learning. 

o remembering sinograms, pronunciation 

o The most challenging part has been the only learning associated with covid. 

o Trying to correct the tones and pronunciation over zoom has not been the best personally. 

I suspect that with classes back in person for the upcoming year, this issue will be 

resolved as there will be a more personal level to the teaching. 
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o Memorizing character tones. 

o As an older student, I have frequently found the learning material – particularly textbooks 

- very challenging. The courses that were accessible to me were designed with younger 

students in mind, and included a lot of vocabulary and dialogues built around dating, 

study abroad, and finding careers. I also found that many textbooks use smaller sized 

fonts, and that has been a significant challenge as an older adult (I wear glasses and have 

bifocals). 

o Learning a language is hard but if you are motivated enough to keep going, nothing is 

hard. At first, writing Chinese letters was a bit challenging but I got the hang of it after I 

focused on my strokes. I believe that I am good at memorizing things so that really helped 

me improve on my writing portion for Chinese. 

o Memorizing the vocabularies and understanding the precise differences of synonyms. 

o The hardest part of Chinese language learning is the pronunciation. Even though it might 

sound good in my ears, I know deep down that I am probably making a lot of mistakes 

with the tones! Nonetheless, I know it is normal to make mistakes and I will keep 

working hard on it! Making mistakes is an important part of the progress, because if you 

are too afraid to speak, you will never learn. 

o having time to practice. I took a forced year break from Chinese classes and the university 

and it feels as though I forgot everything that I was taught. 

o Writing, as I do not get many chances to do so. 

o Tone is probably the hardest part of my Chinese language learning. Also, lack of 

opportunities to use Mandarin outside of class. 

o vocabulary memorization 

o How to communicate with chinese people smoothly 

o definitely comprehension of fast speech. 你说得太快！ 
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Appendix 10. Ethical Approval Certificate 

 

  

University of Victoria  

Certificate of Ethical 
Approval for Harmonized 
Minimal Risk Behavioural 

Study 

University of Victoria
Human Research Ethics Board
Michael Williams Building, R. B202 PO Box 1700 
STN CSC
Victoria, BC V8W 2Y2
Tel: 250-472-4545

 

Also reviewed and approved by: 

Langara Research Ethics Board
Kwantlen Polytechnic University REB
UBC Behavioural Research Ethics Board
Simon Fraser University
Thompson Rivers University Research 
Ethics Board
Vancouver Island University Research 
Ethics Board 
University of Northern British Columbia
Camosun College REB

Principal Investigator: Primary Appointment:
Board of Record REB 
Number:

UBC REB Number:

John Archibald   University of Victoria

 

Board of Record:
University of Victoria 
Study#BC21-0167

H21-01277

Study Title:
L3 Acquisition of Chinese Tone Sandhi: Prosody

Study Approved: May 17, 2021 Expiry Date: May 17, 2022   

Research Team Members: Jie Deng, Graduate Student, UVic

Sponsoring Agencies: N/A  

Documents included in this 
approval:

 

Document Name Version Date

Protocol:
Dissertation proposal N/A April 28, 2021
Consent Forms:
consent form, Group 1,2,3,4, learners 3 May 13, 2021
consent form, Group 5, native speakers of Chinese 3 May 13, 2021
consent form, Group 6, Chinese instructors 3 May 13, 2021
Advertisements:

A call for participant notice
Versio

n 2
May 11, 2021 

Questionnaire, Questionnaire Cover Letter, Tests:
Chinese learner survey N/A April 28, 2021
Chinese instructor survey N/A April 28, 2021
Chinese native speaker survey N/A April 28, 2021
Letter of Initial Contact:

Learner invitation, Group 1,2,3,4 (Version 2)
Versio

n 2
May 11, 2021

Instructor invitation, Group 6 (Version 2) Versio May 11, 2021
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Appendix 11. A Call for Participants 

 

 
 

Linguistics Department Doctoral Research Project, University of Victoria 
1 

 

 

You are invited to participate in a study concerning the acquisition of Chinese language 

because you are currently studying Chinese language at a post-secondary institution. The study 

welcomes any type of adult learners of Chinese (e.g., heritage learners or Chinese as a foreign 

language learners) to participate. You will be compensated with 10 CAD via e-transfer upon 

completing all experimental tasks required. 

 

Your participation is simple involving one brief survey and two wordlist-reading tasks, 

and they are web-based to respect the current social-distancing. I would greatly appreciate your 

volunteer participation by simply accessing the survey & task link via your smart phone, tablet or 

personal computer:  https://form.jotform.com/201715951636053. Please be assured that your 

identity remains anonymized at all time for the project. Thank you in advance for your kind 

support for this research project.  

 

Concerns regarding this study can be raised to the primary researcher Jie Deng 

(jiedeng@uvic.ca) and her supervisor Dr. John Archibald (johnarch@uvic.ca). You may verify 

the ethical approval of this study (Ethics protocol #H21-01277) by contacting the Human 

Research Ethics Board at University of Victoria (250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                 
 
 

 

A Call for Participants 
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Appendix 12. Chinese Learner Participant Consent Form 

 

You are invited to participate in a study titled L3 Acquisition of Chinese Tone Sandhi: Prosody, 

which is being conducted by Jie Deng. Jie Deng is a Ph.D. student in the Department of 

Linguistics at the University of Victoria, and you may contact jiedeng@uvic.ca if you have 

further questions. As a graduate student, Jie Deng is required to conduct research as part of the 

requirements for a Ph.D. degree in Linguistics. It is being conducted under the supervision of Dr. 

John Archibald (johnarch@uvic.ca). 

Purpose and Objectives    The objectives of the study are to investigate possible prosody 

transfer effect in the production of Chinese tone sandhi by Chinese learners with various 

language backgrounds.  

Importance of this Research    Building on recent studies' proposed Chinese prosodic structure, 

the current study explores prosodic structure transfer influence on tone sandhi acquisition by 

Chinese learners with various language backgrounds. It will contribute to the state of knowledge 

by providing empirical evidence. 

Participant Selection    You are being asked to participate in this study because you are a 

learner of Chinese language. Your Chinese language learning experience and production are 

pertinent to the current study. 

What is involved    If you consent to voluntarily participate in this research, your participation 

will involve completing web-based tasks (up to 40 minutes) where you will be asked to fill out a 

survey and read two Chinese wordlists.  

Inconvenience    Participation in this study may cause some inconvenience to you, including the 

time spent on participating in this study. 
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Risks    There are no known or anticipated risks in your participation in this research.  

Voluntary Participation   Your participation in this research must be completely voluntary. If 

you do decide to participate, you may withdraw at any time without any consequences or any 

explanation. Upon completing all tasks required, you will be offered 10 Canadian dollars to 

compensate time spent participating in the current study. If you do withdraw from the study, 

your consent will be sought whether your data can still be used in the study. Your compensation 

will still be given even if you choose to withdraw from the study.  

Anonymity    For protection of your anonymity, a code will be used for each participant. Your 

name and affiliation will remain securely anonymous during every stage of the study.  

Confidentiality    Your confidentiality and the confidentiality of the data will be protected by 

password-protected computer files accessible only to the researcher (Jie Deng). Please be 

advised that this research study includes data storage in U.S.A. As such, there is a possibility that 

information about you that is gathered for this research study may be accessed without your 

knowledge or consent by the U.S. government in compliance with the U.S. Freedom Act. 

Dissemination of Results    It is anticipated that the results of this study will be shared with 

others in the following ways: published articles, chapter or book, thesis/dissertation/class 

presentations, Internet, and/or presentations at scholarly meetings. Anonymity will be ensured in 

all sharing of the results. 

Disposal of Data    The data will be kept for possible future studies for five years; however, the 

links to identifiers will not be stored. In this case, the participants will remain completely 

anonymous. If data is not used within five years, it will be then erased/destroyed. 

Contacts    Individuals that may be contacted regarding this study include researcher (Jie Deng) 

and supervisor (Dr. John Archibald) by the contact information provided above. In addition, you 
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may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise any concerns you might have, by 

contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of Victoria (250-472-4545 or 

ethics@uvic.ca). 
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